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Introduction
In addition to molding, at times maliciously, of the
submitted texts and attempting to harness the illusive power of
Microsoft Word, the editor is, I refrain from saying "required,"
expected to add his or her own introductory perspective on the
Literary Review as a whole. It is in one sense a brilliant compilation of ideas and voices from my peers whose outstanding
academic endeavors deserve to be recognized; complied and
reviewed by the members of Sigma Tau Delta, the International
English Honor Society, and it expands and reveals insights to
the human experience. In another sense, it is not as we!!rounded as the students it is attempting to represent. The proportion of entries this year by students majoring in English, or
writing on a topic of literature, versus those who are not is
great. While this is a humanities based production, it by no
means should be limited to that scope.
In this sense, I call upon the reader to critique the works
and to recall Jacques Derrida's ideas on language , but more
specifically language as an unreliable tool for communication.
This idea rests upon the fluidity of language in terms of meaning which , as a result, can become ambiguous . This sense of
ambiguity is due in part to the ideologies programmed into us by
our society without our knowledge and hence, can alter our
experience of the work. Overall, I call the reader to question not
only what the work says, but why you may think it says a
particular message to you. At least from my perspective, the
most interesting part of a work occurs from the differences in
meaning created by the reader during the act of reading.
Thus, as I conclude my over-caffeinated babble, I, along
with all the members of Sigma Tau Delta, would like to thank
Dr. Anne Kiley for all her assistance in compiling the review,
namely, the use of her house and the availability of home-made
-6-

cinnamon rolls. In addition, the assistant -editor, Sean Riordan,
and Amanda Vaughn who spent many a late night typing and
proofing the finished product. Finally, enjoy it; it makes for
excellent restroom reading.
Respectfully,
Raul Rios, 1999 Editor-in-Chief

1999 Literary Review Staff
Ecu tor-in-Chief: Raul Rios
Assistant Editor: Sean Riordan
Cover Art: Sara Tillman, "Modus Tollens"
Devoted Staff: Dr. Anne Kiley, Amanda Vaughn, Dawn
Finley, Melissa Onstad, Erin Whittemore,
Ryan Bradley, Devlin Grunloh, Bonnie
Edwards, Sal Plasencia
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POETRY BY LISA AYRE-SMITH
Lifestream
Unfortunately
Life does not slide smoothly
like a push-cart ridealong
It hops-a-gibble, runs a-bitty
sputters then resigns
Flows gently wanderlust
then crumples from betwixt
Behind the pick-up-stix unwind
and glumpers through the grind!
We compartment our 'partments
busy box-up our heartvents
we don't get our hopes up
we hold other folks up
We are in control of it.
What?! we think or yet we find
That nothing really stays entwined!
The pudding rots the doggie talks,
and all comes
falling "oh my gosh" drifting
it kottering belays
and buffets on the gentle
breeze
wafting & circling the charded seams
Belunk! It trakells, flops and turns
slarneling onto the
gutter stream fancy flow again
whoosh! through the batter-bone tunnel
Estop, the leaf, our life, road-boat
Grab your hat and hold on fast
This ride of your life
sure won't last!
-11-

POETRY BY SHELLIE BANGA
Life, Liberty and the Right to Unplug
It was a world without smoothies
No macaroni could re-heat,
For all kitchen appliances
Had taken to the streets!
Complaining that Their rights
Were as soft as coffee grinds,
Microwaves and blenders
Were forming picket lines.
The battery operated
Operated no more,
Cupboards stood as bare
As a linoleum floor.
When news hit the capital
Feds demanded a surrender.
"Unplug the waffle iron,
And turn over your blender!"
Yet President Can Opener
Stood firm through the night,
Adamant that appliances
Deserved their own Bill of Rights.
Either housewives and their conspirators
Would fork up a hefty cost,
Or not a single casserole
Would ever again defrost.
At last negotiating began,
The boil brought to a simmer
As the kitchen appliances' fury
Finally got dimmer.
The end came to a truce
The crisis swept under the rug,
When appliances everywhere were granted
Life, Liberty and the Right to Unplug!

- 12-

POETRY BY ADRIENNE COSTELLO
Out of the Station, Pulling Away
She finds phone calls at three a.m. are as frightening
as great white sharks rising from the deep,
jerking her out of rest.
They always lead to a ride to the train station,
leaving for home.
Facing the window, hoping to keep both seats,
staring at the skirt of light, which pours
from the belt of clouds and sweeps the floor
of the ocean,
she is rushed down the heavy coast.
She goes to kneel beside his toxic bed.
She hoped to lure
away darkness and capsize this nightmare.
But she knows that
gently,
she'll let his hand slip out of hers and land
on an ancient bed of stars.

Cinders
The uncommon cold disturbs the day,
The old man, leathered, handsome, whitening, darkening,
sitting to watch the paper delivered, the mail carried,
and the bikes powered by strong young legs
rolling by and back and back and by,
The grass grown an eighth of an inch and a little browned,
- 13-

The shade moving away from the house,
away from the sitting, salting, shaking man,
Bushes of blossoms burned by day,
Now just ashes simmering in the slow slanted cool.

Speaking Greek
When my daughter was six years old
she woke one morning without the ability to speak English.
I was frying eggs
when my daughter stumbled into the kitchen.
I asked her if she wanted suppli in her lunch
(fried rice and cheese balls,
my grandmother was Italian
and had taught me to make these when I was fourteen,
but I never learned to speak Italian from her).
I yelled at my daughter for not answering me,
then I slapped her for not responding to my yelling.
My daughter didn't cry though,
even when she was a baby.
Most parents hate hearing their baby cry,
but I never knew when she was hungry
or when to rub her hurting belly
after she drank too many air bubbles with her milk.
Fortunately she began speaking in full sentences
at three months old. "Mama," she said,
"I have never been happier
than I am at this moment in your arms."
I kissed her forehead
which left a mark, her birthmark.
When she was about three years old
- 14-

I explained to her that we have
Italian heritage. When I tucked
her into bed and said, "goodnight,"
she replied, "Ciao Mama. I remember now.
Thank you for reminding me," and closed
her eyes. The next day she began teaching me Italian,
rolling her eyes when I pronounced gio,"gee-oh."
After she stopped speaking English,
I would creep into her room at night as she slept
and watch her breathe as the soft wind
from the open window swept her brown curls.
I whispered in her ear the names of the days
and the gods, hoping to help her
remember. At dinner, silently she would point
to the food she wanted and when I would
go to the kitchen to get more rolls,
she would drink all my wine.
One evening as she climbed the stairs to go to bed,
I called to her to give me a kiss,
"Principessa, baciari mi!"
She looked at me as though I was speaking Greek.
Then she grunted a tired buffalo's grunt.
"Mi capisce?" She did not understand me.
I followed her into the bedroom.
I held her a moment before tucking her in,
but her body was unresponsive, my gesture
held no meaning for her.
In the morning she had left,
through her open window.
She had not found meaning iI 5sleep either.

Carried Away
As a small child lying in bed
I could hear the waves crashing, dark and hard.
At night they sounded so close, so dangerous,
So consistent.
As they lulled and turned,
I sank deeper into the dank well of night.
Now I meet people who have never been in the ocean.
They come to our town for the ocean
But don't go in right away.
I know they're afraid.
They may be carried away at any moment
By those scary rip currents,
In summertime, jellyfish haunt the shores
And all sorts of large things can rise up and grab you.
They get in and try to walk
They try to shout
They try to stay dry
but once in, all they should do is
remember to breathe.
When she first saw the ocean
in daylight,
We tried to convince her
to wait until she had a swimsuit
and towel. But she ran
straight into those waves.
She ran past her fears
into the wall of wet
-16-

and whipped her head around to avoid
the ocean oceanning towards her.
She screamed
those screams that get absorbed by the voluminous waves,
And laughed because they were shared only
between them.
For years, I attended school
by the ocean,
Watched Fourth of Julys shed waterfalls
of fireworks over the ocean,
And felt the tides, in twenty-eights, sway me.
Now I'm grown up,
and floating away from that salty childhood.
But when I close my eyes—
Ocean.

Mama
My mother used to tell me
to nab the first man that came along.
She'd say, "Any man is better than no man
so there's no need to over-exert yourself."
And it makes no difference who I'm with since
"There ain't no good men
and ain't no man that bad."
If he beats me
beat him back.
"If he don't give you any money
don't give him any honey."
-17-

So now I'm surprised at her reaction to Paul.
I think he is very good
(he tells me my voice is
like the crisp night wind
and my breasts are two rolling moons).
When I asked what was wrong,
she wondered why I was with him
if I made more money.
I didn't tell her that love doesn't see dollar signs
or that poetry can rewrite the soul.
Ijust said, "The sex is good."
She almost frowned.

POETRY BY DAWN FINLEY
Desperate Driving
We were afraid to smoke in his car
because we had to roll the windows down,
and it was thirty-two degrees outside
and his heater was broken. Of course
we smoked anyway, listening to
Leonard Cohen and watching the moon
set behind the mountains. Driving
at three in the morning isn't always easy.
He had said, "But we're so young,
and I'm so restless and so tired
of my family." So we drove for three
-

hours in the dark to Baker, near
the Nevada state line. I watched
the sand in the desert shine like a field
of glass in the night, and I forgot
about feeling my fingers go numb.
Maye had said, "I don't think young
people can really write good poetry."
She always read about her dead
husband or her dead mother or
her even more despicably dead father.
She also never read anything
"by anyone who killed themselves—
it's so morbid." She was such a joy.
Each one of those readings rolled
out in front of me to the rhythm
of that bright yellow line. I pulled
Maye out of my pocket and stuck
her head out the window. I shoved
a cigarette into her mouth
to shut her up. But holding a seventy
year-old woman out the window
of a car doing eighty miles an hour
isn't easy. So I pulled her back in.
For the last hour of the ride,
I told her about the pinching cold
of Denmark in February; made
her drink some Guinness from the tap
at my bar in Killarney; drug her
up and down the Royal Mile
in Edinburgh. When I thought
she'd had enough, I put her back
in my back pocket, so I could
concentrate on the new poem
leaking out over the highway.
- 19-

Losing Patience on the Road
Contrary to popular poetry, the road is not a goddess,
whose job it is to cradle, coddle and caress
the tired grey men in their company cars,
or the distraught PTA mothers hauling along
maroon minivans full of screaming children.
The road is not a dream for men to squeeze
and get a fast fix before they pull into
their wives' driveways. This is not the place
for tornadoes of blond hair to decorate
the backs of exotic red convertibles.
The highway I'm driving down is a silver platter
of milky, shiny sperm. These thin ejaculations
of all the DNA in the world are the only things
separating me and my little commuter car
from the screeching semi-truck in the right lane.
I may turn and twist and dance in-between the lines,
but beneath me is an unending flatness.
Some days, I believe I will fall off the end of it,
sinking into another world where flat does not exist.
If there is a goddess, she is in that nether place—
she is not bound by the terror of concrete,
the staccato trails of wispy lines. She doesn't
separate me from the stockbroker and the PTA mom—
she doesn't need an inflexible reality to take her home.

I guess I liked the poems you suggested, Tony...
I stuck little bits of brightly colored paper
on the pages of the poems he recommended,

and finished right before I was shot;
shot in the middle of my forehead
in the middle of my warm mauve
living room; in the middle of twenty
years of my grandmother's warm mauve.
I waited for her to come home and bled
all over the open book—my blood leaking
onto blood and sweat and mud,
jammed together and left to harden
for thousands of years, into a shining brick;
a shining brick of words and flesh.
If I had known it was only a dream
I would never have awakened.
I will not open my fire eyes
when she walks through the door;
I will not open anything for her again.
This ooze shrinks into the ropy carpet,
this fragment sticks to the book;
this brick shines and shines and shines.

Jackie
I wish I were Anne Sexton,
so I could turn you into something
organic and beautiful, like a lily,
or a delicious legume—but you
defy that. I wish I could fold you
up and keep you in my back pocket,
for rainy days when I need to laugh.
But your warm brown eyes and
your green dreams spilling from
your pockets refuse to be folded.
You teach me to open my eyes
and say no to the world of the rules.
-21 -

If I could catch you in my little lists
of words, I would—but you are too
big for that. Jackie, thank you
for frustrating me; for slamming
doors; for raising your voice;
for letting tiny pieces of your new
life touch me like poems unwritten.

Lukewarm Association on Sex
for AX
This morning my body sprouted mangoes and apples and
strawberries
juicy as the pale yellow tile in the kitchen of Elizabeth's new
apartment
and my mind buzzed like the desert Kevin and I drove through
at three in the morning, blank as a lonely joshua tree and dry
as the skin stretched across your stomach, tightening the songs
that warble
off the tape in my car while it sails down the freeway like my
friend,
the marble triton, whispering his love for me through the pages
of a leather-bound,
rice paper edition of the Oxford Book of English Verse and
dead white
lingering men around my old tires and shoddy alignment,
wondering whether
I would understand the necessity in replacing my struts; but
you easily
worked your way through the wiring and the foreign hoses, and
I wonder
if you've learned how to speak a new language, my language,
the tongue
of bodies and flowers and notes on the out-of-tune piano in my
living room.

These words are cold as your shoulder blades, and you should
know when I touched
them I thought for the first time of your flammable smallness;
your inferno
of boredom and peace, which I find spinning through music
and chapels and
the infinity of your dark eyes. Did you know the desert is on
fire at night
with moonlight and flat planes of salt hitting each other, and
striking colors
you could walk on and never notice the passing hours of talk,
the silence,
the weather-worn poems leaking out of my ears like blood?
I'm telling you
the truth; I'm translating the sheets and pillows and smell on
your fingers.
Mornings after spider webs like this one are never as easy as
flipping a coin,
and you must know you've been born again into a new world
that you will
never be able to escape, a ghost of fluids and sounds your mind
will trap inside
you like a huge cage of ibises and phoenixes whose feathers
singe your lips.

A Disorganized Epic of Curiosity—at the Request
of Gerald Stern
I violated Willis's book for you, to draft this poem—
you rotting bird, you old beautiful bird. Your voice
spitting out "Alouette" made me want to be outrageous
at dinner, made me want to yank a shining stream
of snot from my nose and deposit it on my grilled
swordfish. But is that outrageous? Is necrophilia
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unhealthy? Isn't this poem a snobby kind of wild
necrophilia? (ooh, I like that word—do you like it?)
I violated my guts for you—tossed you some poems
which you promptly sang back at me in your bailsy voice.
Are you scaring me? Even now? What a stupid question.
While you danced in front of us, Gerald, I thought
about corpses and dogs, saliva and shit, the steaming
urine I was waiting like a soldier to let fire from my body.
(Tell me—and maybe this is naive again—what is the point
in letting people die for their country before they're old
enough to buy a beer?) You are such a body, old man,
and whether or not you can tell me why communists
hate homosexuals is your issue. I want to know
if the cafe we're sitting in was created by Hollywood—
along with the rest of manic southern California.
I want to know if the phallic nature of baguettes
says something fishy about French culture. Right after
dinner started, Willis noticed I hadn't taken a roll,
and he had two. "Oops!" he said. "I've stolen
your bread," and he plopped one of those lovely
dinner rolls onto my plate. Then he smiled, met my eyes
and took a thick bite from the ball of bread
in his hand. Should I have been embarrassed?
Gerald, I'll confess you frightened me as you
shook my hand. That hat pulled down so close
to your eyes, and the crinkly black and grey wires
expanding from the edges in the back startled me
and blew all the questions from my mind. We sat,
and you took off the cap. I started to breathe again.
There was that huge map of skin on the top of your head—
I thought I'd just connect the dots and relax. (Ha!)
Is there have a theory on baldness? Do men find
that smooth, exhausted skin as sexy as women do?
My advisor asked me how the interview went.

"Well, it didn't," I said, blushing and tightening
my grip on The Secret Reader. I explained your taste
for questions like "What is transgressive fiction?"
and he smiled and blushed, too. "I think we've both
learned something here, Dawn," he said. I let myself copy
his smile and thought, "What in the hell have we learned,
Charles?" I suppose we learned that the notes
I diligently made in the margins of your book
are petty and don't make for questions you'd ask
the living. After you're fertilizing lilies, I can
pass them out to my students and tell them
stories about humiliation in the face of your flesh.
I hope you didn't notice I guzzled down the wine they poured
at dinner—and that I wanted to squeeze my girlfriend
under the table. As a strategic distraction, I wanted
to interrupt your conversation with Willis to ask
why the Irish have such a fixation on beer.
The slushing in my mind made me wish it's a genetic
problem, and not a billboard announcing the fact
that I'm twenty years old and my birthday
is in two weeks. (Where does the celebration
of birthdays come from?) The wine took my mind
off of your insistence on unexpected questions.
Are you annoyed with me yet? I don't give a shit.
Communism made my mind run in Russian directions—
what is it about their ballets?—so I'm daintily wracking
my life in search of something new. But it's not working
and I know that and I don't care. Do you see what
you've done—you giant, you blue swan? Maybe I'll
let Tony mop up this mess for me; maybe I'll just
send it—incomplete and incoherent as it is.
Maybe you'll dance in my dreams tonight, Gerald,
and bless me with an acidic line or two for the end of this
poem.
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POETRY BY DEVLIN GRUNLOH
Intensive Botany
I can smell him dying slowly
from across the room
over the industrial disinfectant
that doesn't make me feel clean
even though everything else in the room
glints and shines, squeals under my fingertips

There are charts and notices displayed all over the room
the cloudy strings that once were a conduit to his life,
IV tubes that have lost their purpose dangle
By his bowed head,
useless, into the crystalline dust gathering
around his roots, dry and ineffectual
a buried plastic hook barely keeping them together
green veins bulge in liver-spotted leaves.
I wonder what he'd try to tell me:
he's gone a month without water.

I know that it's too late
for any difference I might have made
-26-

any miracle to grow
from this, hanging him
out in the sunlight
and a bigger pot
watering twice daily

are mere formalities:
paying the last premium installment,
picking the right coffin.

As the grit settles around my light, comfortable shoes
the machines stop clanking and hissing outside
my new life stops rushing by for a moment

old man, you won't survive transplanting.

- 27-

The Rebirth of Absence
I heard the scrape
of black plastic wheels
on the driveway
before I let myself see
anything else.

Nine months, a lifetime
a small gestation later
there he was, a smile
through the window, and a mouthful of cheese
I had to swallow my anger at missing time twice
even though his were the teeth that clicked, dryly
before I chased him into the yard
with the video camera, trying to capture
that gorgeously fleeting look and
so much more in a silvery space
no bigger than my eyelid

Let this seven minutes of tape
this vain attempt to account for
ten months of life, of him
change my life, change our life
00

it hasn't yet
I'm still hoping, debating
wondering who he might become
anyone but me would be beautiful.

The weight of my own life
and sometimes, his, when I know it
gives me the slouch
that he might have noticed when
he sat on my shoulders that day
for the first
and last
time.

That night, his small hands
lost
tangled in my oily, smelly hair
he babbled something I couldn't catch;
a puzzled look on his small open face,
silently,
he kissed me.

-29-

First Moments—My hands Shook
They lost a heartbeat
the electrode jiggled in new skin
the machine quit keeping time for a long moment
as a life reborn came into the world, this world
I have stretched, with a searing joy, to accommodate it
but it isn't mine.

Before they handed me this new responsibility
I asked to sit down.
My knees were unsure of their motion
my crotchety hip dryly complained
at having to support my weight for nearly ten hours
on my feet, the nerves in my toes still jittering.
For the first time that day, or at least in nine hours
I had to remember to breathe for myself
it's not a process, not a healing, not for me or you.

That soft flannel bundle
weighed, washed and measured
came down to me, its softness
making the medical brightness threadbare
chasing the golden shadow on the black title floor
-

He was warm and silent, unstirred by
the cool draft down my neck
I stood up then, as smoothly as I could
his eyes opened once, the glare of the lamps
lost in them, swallowed whole by his
new attention, new intention
He yawned, majestic, infinitesimally large
I thought, how appropriate
to beget a humble king
at the feet of the queen of the valley.
I've always fancied myself the court jester, you see
my tired face always pushing toward happiness.

They lost a heartbeat
while I gained a son.

All that matters is the weight
in my hands.
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Why
For Melissa Johnson

I detest commas
Insipid little marks cowering at the feet of letters
wastes of breath begging to be noticed
only your consideration makes them
weigh in at the fight for verbose value
the rumble for rhetorical recognition
which creates their worth as objects of thought.
They are wastes of ink
I think
I'd much rather watch your mind
Turn somersaults
Hurt-hurling through ineffable handsprings
fumbling around in that bright white everythingness
like a literary Plastic-Man
Wondering what's next

When The Trees Lose
I want to write about softness
the full sunlit curve at the back of her neck
awash in her glowing hair

the way late evening polishes her skin
bringing out a color I can't name, though
I have seen it before
The way the sun slides, like an egg
down the clear-edged bowl of this cloudless day
tinting her eyes with gold, my lion with a tiger's eye

I want to write about heat
the way small veins jitter with glee
in my eyelids, strange flashes of joy
as the grass tickles my ears
When I know that she is next to me
on the hillside, eyeing the sun
full of the comfort of possibility
The way the soft warm wind stirs the down on her arms
burned gold.

I want to write about firmness, too
the solid gentleness of her arms, a flesh belt
her fingers buckling, sure and calm, about my waist
easily holding me together,
the definite cool dark weight of her hair spiraling through my
hands
3-

the way her eyes didn't flinch in the dusty glare
though her forehead creased with an effort of concern
she didn't look away
when she told me there were three of us to consider
but she loved me anyway.

I want to write about all of these things
and the easy grace with which she brought them together
her body taut, shining like a thunderhead

But all I can feel of myself are the hard points of lost bones
the crunchy arch of my neck
and the knee that wants to spin out of the orbit of my leg
unless I flex it with care
My hip rattled in its socket and my shoulder popped, this
morning
as I awoke and stretched toward the floor
my long dirty toes testing the dry limits of my loneliness
I know that I won't hold together.
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POETRY BY DANA JUDD
Discarded Legacy
I wish you had told me more truth,
the reality you knew too well.
I wish you had told me of shattered dreams,
your hopes never realized, your emptiness.
Your need to protect, to fence-round,
innocent and well intentioned,
became my burden, the cross I bear.
Reality, my cold slap in the face, the one you never threw.
Why did your eyes always hide their truth,
blinding your progeny to our inheritance?
Peter Pan does not live in the towns where I exist.
I know no lovely magenta maidens of fair chartreuse gents,
only humans beings mostly grey.
My veins, filled with strawberry milk, were unprepared, weak.
I stumbled over feathers, eyes hiding from success
and yet, attempting and failing and attempting again
determined, I guess, to make my way to your castle.
I wish you had told me my truth,
that I was only human, subject to failure
at any turn, at any time, always and that smiles came from
simple things.
I wish you had told me that truth was found in the struggle.

-35-

POETRY BY ROBIN JUDD
Watermark
I've heard the transforming
Leaves of time.
Soft din tumbling down.
I've seen memories fade
From my mind.
Once bold and growing dim.
Life flowers after this,
Though I could lie awake forever.
Never dreaming, never caring,
I could disappear inside our kiss.
Bright light of love and life unwound,
Then sirens of truth
That I couldn't ignore.
Crazed, undulating sound.
I've focused on the watermark
And have pondered upon its rapture.
Your breath upon my skin,
Deep sighs drifting in,
I writhe within its torture.
Magnetic forces have sucked me in.
I wonder of winter wind in fall.
Now to face another night alone,
I've feared this most of all.
I can only watch you go,
As my life and yours change.
Love is life and life is fleeting,
Drifting in and out like snow.

Madden
The craziness of which I know
flowers upon a willow's bow.
The hazy bliss to which I go
sighs within the willow leaves,
moonlit in time and all time below.
In the face of pilancy, my willow trees...
Billowy flames suffocating the
withered branches of light illuminating.
The craziness of which I know,
and feathered leaves of willow's breathes
all light in life illuminating
and lines of color still creating.
Withered branches of sonnet's song
together form the willow's leaves,
withered branches of the craziness,
the hazy bliss,
To each I cry and time belong.
A dance in lounge's smoke,
the lighted leaves tomorrow brings,
all life in time, and breathing things,
atop the willow tree, do stoke.
Weeping willow leaves,
effervescent growing leaves
hold craziness
as stories shortly told.
Waves of shade and tides unfold
Echoes through the willow leaves,
The music of the songbird sings.
The craziness of which I know, like
the hazy bliss of candle glow.
In haste I see sigh's breath is fleeting,
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and time depleting,
the craziness, the lunacyhaunting and debilitating
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"Untitled 1"
by Melissa Onstad
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POETRY BY MELISSA ONSTAD
Degenerate
I refuse to live
up to all of those poems
I wrote, the ones you liked
so well. It's too much!
I wander the avenues in glorious
imperfection, smiling
and people smile back.
That's enough for me.
I'd like to blunder
fantastically. Yes,
I've loved sincerely and well,
I've squeezed
the universe in my mouth
and both hands while fucking.
I've cried halleluja!—
and meant it.
But tonight I'd like a Big Mac,
a quickie, some easy sitcoms.
I'm not up to all this grace.
Just let me scribble awhile
every useless, dirty word!
Let me copy medical journals
verbatim. Let me ramble like a goon,
rhyme love with above, tears
fears, pain rain, quite despite.
Poetry guru,
I'm too tired to make the hike,
drag my body to the vista
of your sage, informed advice.
The climb is dull, the valley rank
with fog anyhow.
The people below make
and unmake with messy gusto,
lives, beds, hearts, jobs—
all come sloppily undone
and I with them.
- AA -

"Untitled 2"
by Melissa Onstad
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at night
when light from the stair well washes up on my spine
and your breath on my throat
sheltered in the sheets and quiet
and the house of your body
I break with my need
to hold you in one fist
to smash out the empty spaces
like folding the warm body of bread
swallow you into me
and the bed breathes
a warm ocean fastens to my breast
and your breath on my throat
danny the colors have gone
and the light from the stair well
and the house of your voice
I know why we build names, orange
and sweet, why your smile smears
on my shoulder and why I covet
your scent, your particular grain
why I memorize your scalp
I know why I project metaphors on
the screen of your flesh
flickering insistent, specific
as you climb my ladder of elbows and words
and our bodies make one blue
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POETRY BY ART RICH
Podium
Rooted in decay
of trampled linoleum,
it sprouts into my chest,
blossoming into hands
of busstop beggars.
Five by seven index cards
bolt into the palms.
My own words
become army ants,
attacking my nerves,
my confidence
P.O.W.
Uncomfortable bodies shift
a Richter scale,
measure my knees.
In front of the mirror
I was music.
Now I'm a vinyl 45
scratched and chipped,
a broken needle,
blown speakers.
In the five minute
torture chamber
the second hand moves
through molasses.
"Picture them in underwear."
The double D blonde
up front
isn't wearing a bra.
Where was I?
Rambling,
throwing in
filler words,
consuming time,
writing pages
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in invisible ink,
delivering a
filibuster
to the department
of redundancy
department
until I lose
my point,
like car keys.
I'll find it
later.

While I Was Walking
I feel my legs moving. I sense the asphalt pushing against my
shoes pushing against my toes. Trees and buildings walk towards me, then away. I see the treadmill of ground moving beneath me. But I don't really see a destination when I look up.
Just more objects that walk by me. Sure, sometimes I find a
chair, a couch, a bed.. .and I stop—and think, 'Is that it? Was all
that movement used to achieve stillness?' Is the goal of motion
to stop. Then the goal of stillness must be motion - or else life
would be frozen. Is the goal of life to continue this cycle and
think abstract thoughts along the way? I don't find an answer.
So I just watch the trees walk towards me.. .walk away.
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Logos

There was a word, a one, a father/son. Holy ghost build
it, build it, build it, build it, build it,
build it, rest. Leave it be. Let it run. No! Interfere,
control by hand. Find him, Moses, make him write.
Fling ahead forward, back petal back.
Adam/Eve. Leave out Lilith. Nothing clear? Just
believe! Virtue, sin ... do they exist? They contradict. Is
there a heaven, is there a hell. How on this Earth am I
supposed to tell? Who beget the Genesis, that long ass
fuckin' list.
Jews and Jesus don't agree, and Christians aren't who
they pretend to be. Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox,
Lutheran, Lazarin.... Are they the same? Bible thumping Buddha Baptists, howling at the moon or devil.
Pyramids, temples, ziggurats none, churches are the
only one big cult with many members. Wrong/right,
who's to say. Let's ask God.
Man or woman. This damned world is one big mood
swing. PMS every century. Floods, fires, quakes,
twisters ... punishment for what we've done?
We only do what we're told. Use free will how you
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wish. Programmed to desire sin, but scolded if you
dare succeed. Born in pain, pathetic, bloody, strap-on
blindfold, imaginary world. Swim in chaos, search for
order. Grandma dies, becomes an angel. If I die, I go
to hell.
This blue/green balloon was God's creation. What
about the Milky Way? Butterfingers, Hershey Kiss,
potato chips glutton's bliss.
First you made it, now you hate it. Devil scapegoat
takes the blame, or maybe Adam's rib. Fallen angel/
fallen man. Is fallen God next at hand?
Can a billion voices all be wrong. The Greeks and
Romans were when they all sang along.
Lost and dazed in miracle mess. I'm bound for hell,
failing the test. Find a pastor, believe his words. Conform to every demand he makes. Conform, conform,
sieg hiel, then leave.
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zen
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Instructions:

If "Logos" and "zen" are to be used, then they
need to have their own page each "Logos" on the left, and "zen" on the right.
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"Umbilic Torus NC-17"
by Chris Lahti
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The Butterfly Virus
Innocence seems to butterfly off
Into the breeze
Into the eagle talons.
She walks on apples now.
Snakes around her ears.
She speaks to me
In languages
I've never known.
She passes by
In seductive smiles
And throws me in a leash.
Innocence seems to butterfly off
Into the wind
Into the spider web.
I walk on broken glass now.
We drink the blood from my feet.
I've found new toys
To play with
Simple minds
Get twisted
Into ravenous nymphs.
Innocence seems to butterfly off
Into the gale
Into the hornet nest.
All the little girls
With hungry little smiles.
They step along the apple sauce now.
Emerald asps pierce their ears.
Their tongues are twisted
And misunderstood—
Like frogs.
Their sticky whips
Strike at little boys,
Grab them by the chest.
Innocence seems to butterfly off
Into the storm...
--50-

Abandoned
It was a hard day for mother,
When the spoon and the dish
Ran off, over the cliff.
The cow never came back from
The moon.
On hands and knees
She licks the spilt milk
From the linoleum
To quiet the crying
Of her needle-voiced cats.

POETRY BY KRISTA WHYTE
AT TEN I'M OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW
At tin I'm old enough to know
the way you've operated, long.
You are no mystery to me—
I see your weakness—hear your song.
I am not your frustration—
you can't say it is me—
who is to blame for your
—empty—abusive symphony.

THIS PICTURE SHOWS ME SMILING
This picture shows me smiling
—gapped grin, sponge rollered hair—
You fixed me up nicely
to be presented there—
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Making sure the bruises
stayed well beneath—the plaid
uniformed body, big blonde curls—
there I grinned—concealing—sad.
My hair's now straight, I'm all grown up,
my teeth are now—secure—
and so I search the photographs
for secrets which grins endure.

The kiss
We kissed just once, a short kiss
on the lips, mouths closed.
I've had other kisses since then;
wet kisses through 80-proff breath,
dark kissed in humming cars,
obligatory kissed before getting it on.
Kisses on the mouth, on the arms, neck,
things, palms, ears, fingertips.
All with people who went too fast,
fluttered through my clothes like the wind,
pressed their hard-ons into my hip,
knew my sister my friendsthought my name was "baby" toointo the ground covering me with
thousands of useless kisses.-

Stranger
At school I was taught that sometimes Strangers offer candy to
children and then try to touch them in private places. I learned
that sometimes a Stranger will ask a child to help look for a lost
puppy. If that child helps, sometimes the Stranger takes the child
far, far away.
11

Never talk to Strangers, said the teacher.
Never talk to Strangers, we repeated.
This is how you make a fist, my Daddy showed me. Make a fist
and punch my hand. Punch it hard, he said. Good! If anyone ever
tries to hurt you punch them hard, just like that.
I thought he was talking about a Stranger. But it wasn't a Stranger.
He didn't offer me candy. He wasn't looking for his dog. And I
didn't punch him, not even soft.

Photograph of my Grandma
I couldn't go to Grandma's funeral
so I had Mom take a photograph.
I wanted to look it in the face,
to push open the paper eyelids,
press the play-doh nose from side to side,
feel the body temperature drop,
push the mouth open,
smell the vacancy inside.
I wanted to touch the thin, glossy hair,
pull on it, pour water over it, blow it dry,
take off the layers of burial make-up,
undress it and watch the grainy breasts
sag to the waistline, trace the empty veins
in those country arms.
I wanted to get a good look at it and know
what made her different, dea
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FICTION
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"Watch"
by Nicole Coates Burton
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Beyond Repair
by Nicole Coates Burton

Podiatrists are the archaeologists of medicine. You can
read people's lives in the soles of their feet. The more they walk,
the richer the find. And that is why I volunteer my services at the
soup kitchen. These people walk where others ride. Sure, there
are probably more things a homeless person needs than a foot
exam - like a home, for example - but I don't build houses. I
inspect feet.
My office patients come to me with soft pink soles. As a
young man, their day-to-day problems excited me. There were
x-rays and charts, the smell of alcohol and new vinyl in my office. I had a hyfracator for burning warts and liquid nitrogen for
freezing them. I was satisfied with ingrown toenails and an occasional neuroma, but it all seems so banal now. The old ones
want their toenails trimmed because they are too weak to do it
themselves. The young ones want their narrow shoes not to pinch.
The overworked middle aged ones want foot massages on their
insurance company's dime - and get angry when I won't play
along. This weekly retreat to the soup kitchen is what being a
podiatrist is all about. Soup kitchen feet are medical challenges.
They have character. They have histories. A corn, a callus, a
hammertoe, a bunion, the simple made chronic because they are
always walking. Their soles are so hard they crack from strain
and the dirt gets packed deep into them. Even the portable whirlpool bath I bring along can't bubble the dirt away. The feet aren't
accustomed to the warm water and come to me red and pruney,
the unique odor of foot sweat lingering under that of the Betadinemedicated water. I give them ointment for the sores, but they
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will never completely heal.
I lose track of the individuals. I don't keep records on
them, or even ask them their names. Some introduce themselves,
but they are transient, so I will never see them again and soon
forget them. There are only feet, each pair a ruin: find its secret,
then move on to the next. Only Rosie stands out in my mind.
She came to me like the others, sat down on the cafeteria table
that serves as an exam chair. I rolled up on my short stool. Her
toenails were long and yellowed, old Ivory, with a thread of dirt
underneath and around the cuticle. She had only nine. The great
right toe was gone. Its something I frequently see here. Usually
the remaining flesh is jagged, barely stretched across the bone.
Sometimes I find a delicate wound that breaks open when I touch
it, or a waving flap of frostbitten flesh. But Rosie's scar was old,
clean and white, straight with surgical precision and a healthy
sheen. Rosie had cared for this toe in its absence, even if she
hadn't during its existence.
While I had been inspecting the scar, she had occupied
herself by rifling through the many bags surrounding her, but
when I looked up, she stopped. She held out a linty date she had
found in a bag.
"Can you put it back on?" she asked. I was confused for
a moment. The date was dried and wrinkled with dark but slightly
translucent skin that suggested lighter flesh underneath. She
turned it over, revealing a patch of ivory. Its shape was maintained by the two phalanges still inside.
I opened my mouth, straining for something to say. Before I could think of anything, the toe-date slipped from her hand
and bounced along the floor. It rolled, and rested at an intersection of two cracks that formed an X on the floor. I looked back
up at her. Her head was cocked on a slight angle, an eyebrow

raised in anticipation.
"I'm sorry," I said, "I'm afraid it's beyond repair."
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"Untitled 1"
by Sara Tillman

The Last Confessions of a Masochist or
Contemplating Suicide on a
Pleasant October Afternoon
by Matt Hahn

There aren't very many clouds in the sky. The ones that
are there are beautiful, though. They're all really puffy, and
white—pure white. Like the ones you see on stationery paper
or advertisements for cellular phones and toilet paper. They're
saccharinely beautiful; it would make it a whole lot easier if the
sky were ash gray instead of deep blue, and pockmarked with
splotches of amorphous lumps of soot, instead of sweetly
dappled with cotton-ball white bundles of love-joy. It just isn't
appropriate.
Down there is no better. I mean I want to see rioting,
gory violence, car crashes, children and old ladies being disemboweled, and the force of random explosions blowing out car
and store windows. Instead, of course, I get people strolling
along in straight, parallel lines on the sidewalk below—at
different speeds, different directions, but still in harmony. I get
cars cruising either direction at a calm, polite thirty-five milesper-hour, and making gradual left and right-hand turns at either
end of the block, their windows and those of the shops they
pass all still intact. A pigeon lands on the ledge about ten or
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twelve feet from me, and sits serenely observing the world
around it. I scowl at it scream.
It jumps at my voice and flies away, and I smile in
satisfaction. You see, I am contemplating paving the sidewalk
below me with my broken, twisted corpse, and the pigeon was
not helping me get in the mood. Neither is the blue sky or
fucking Hunky Dory Lane below me, for that matter. Nothing
is in tune with my inner angst, and that pisses me off.
Nothing is in tune with my inner angst. All of the
things in my life that used to anger me are gone. My wife of
six years left me. I came home one day to find her things gone
and a note on the kitchen counter, right on the spot where we
used to have sex. It read:
I'm leaving you.
Don't follow me or try to contact me in any way,
or I will file for a restraining order.

She did not sign it. This was a completely unpredictable turn of events, so I was in shock for a moment. Then I
saw a neon sign behind my closed eyelids that said in bright
blue letters, FREEDOM, and a smile came to my face. I went
immediately to Pedro's Parlor for some domestic beer and
unsalted peanuts, and watched game six of the World Series.
I was riveted by a rare triple play when a disturbing

thought seized my brain. I am utterly alone. The presence that
once tormented me on a daily basis had gone and left a terrible,
tranquil, completely non-violent void. At that moment I got up
from my bar stool and walked out of Pedro's Palace, head hung
low, an awful, terrifying feeling of unmitigated peace threatening to consume me.
At that point I probably could have gone on with my
life, despite the loss of my until-now unrelenting adversary. I
could have salvaged my life, I discovered upon later reflection,
had I been fortune enough to find daily stress, fatigue, and
hateful skirmishes with the administrators, fellow teaching
staff, and students at my place of employment. However, I
have found of late that the administration, despite my efforts,
approves of my teaching style; my co-workers, despite my
subversive and puerile teaching tactics, respect me; and my
students, despite my irrationally harsh behavior and sexist and
racist comments on society at large, admire me and painlessly
endure my rudeness and obscenity with smiling faces.
And so at the end of my retrospective analysis on the
state of my pathetic life, I have come to the conclusion that this
world holds no interest for me, and that I will discover what
lies beyond.
The possibilities as I see them are as follows:
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a)Heaven and Hell exist. In this scenario, I am undoubtedly rejected by Heaven and thrown into the pits of
eternal torment, which could be good or bad, depending
on the level of excitement.
b)Heaven and Hell don't exist, and endless sleep awaits
me, in which I dream of whatever pleases me.
c)A Dantesque purgatorial realm is my afterlife, in which I
wander the landscape as an impotent spirit. This is a
horrible scenario, but one that I seriously doubt exists.
d)I completely and utterly cease to exist. No problems
here.

Whatever does await me after death holds a significant
advantage to my living world; it is completely unknown to me,
or anyone else. It is the wondrous and horrifying end to the
entropic means of my life.
But the problem arises, what will happen after the
novelty of death wears off, assuming I still exist on some level?
What do I do then? There's no escaping out of death, at least
not that I'm aware of.
My enemy the pigeon flies back to its perch and tells
me to jump. In a pretty nasal, snotty screech, too. Stupid bird.
I look down at the people, and some guy shouts, "Stay up
there, asshole, I don't want your guts staining my shoes!"
"Thanks for your input, dickwad, mind your own

fucking business!" I shout as loud as I possibly can. The man
on the sidewalk looks up, and points at me, shouting something. Then people start screaming when they see me. A
brown Volvo screeches to a halt and gets rear-ended by a taxi.
A minivan coming the other direction skids into a fire hydrant,
which proceeds to furiously spew water. It's chaos. It's beautiful.
At this point, I smile complacently and step off the
ledge.
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"Family Self-Portrait"
by Nicole Coates Burton
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Drowning Small
by Melissa Onstad

Marcus held Junono's head in his hands, felt the splintered neck bones like a sack of toothpicks. He heard Simone in
the hail pounding her fists against the linoleum, wailing an
irregular shift in gears, felt Lora behind him leaning form one
foot to the other, shhhh-ing over and over, felt the pathetic,
nervous breaths of the kitten. Now was not the time pause.
The blood spurted from Junono's nose and mouth, warming
Marcus' slippery grip. He sucked in his breath, tightened his
fingers, and with a convulsive twist wrenched Junono's neck
until it gave with a sick grinding in his palm and the horrible
sound of a last wretched yowl.
His stomach lunged up. Simone shrieking-up again,
down again. The mangled legs arching stubbornly while the
body forgot what a body is and a huge stream of diarrhea
eased out like frosting from a tube. Lora behind him saying,
"ohhh". All the tissues released their last frantic electronic
messages while they watched, transmitting them in insistent
simultaneity through the screen of black fur. Lora pulled back
into her room and slumped on the floor.
He slowed his breath, lay his palms flat over the body
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and pressed his weight down to still it. This was not a kitten
any longer. He pressed harder, rocking forward and expelling
the moist odor of cat shit through the nose.
"You did it, it's over, you did it," Lora stuttered from
the door of her room. The body slid a little under Marcus's
weight and he steadied himself, waiting. In the hall Sirnone's
wail stalled.
"How's Junono? Is he dead?"
"Just stay over there, Simone."
"Why —is he dead? Did you kill the fucking cat or
what?" They heard her clamber to her feet and Marcus tried to
turn his body to block her view as she came around the
corner. "Is it over? What fuck are you doing? Just let me see.
Marcus?"
Heat radiated from the pile of shit, warming the side of
his hand. Her voice swelled horribly in his ear. The phone rang.
"Why are you doing that? Is he dead?" She crouched
at the edge of the bloody puddle, raking her bloated face with
her hands.
At least, that's how I imagine it happened. I was out
with Erik at the time, probably leaning into his hot throat
whispering,I'm so happy now. I'm so happy. We spent the
evening walking around town looking for a mailbox so I
t0

could mail the phone bill, the gas bill, the rent check, the
electric bill. He had called earlier , voice all skittery and shy,
to ask what I was doing. He was lonely. Did I have times to see
him?
His nervousness just killed me. I was all generosity.
I said, "Come with me for a walk. I have to pay some
bills."
When I met him outside of his apartment slope of his
shoulders undid me. Just the way he stood there patiently
with his hands in his pockets. I tried to walk very naturally, not
swinging my hips or anything. I thought, he probably really
likes me. He looked so hungry standing there, I wanted to
make him a sandwich. I squeezed the stack of envelopes with
both hands and he said "Hey, be careful," not looking at me.
And then, who knows how this stuff happens, I touched
his back once we found the mail box. He dropped the bills into
the slot with a thunk and I stood there allowing myself to feel
the muscles tense and relax on either side of his spine.
"Let's walk back a different way," I suggested. "Let's
explore."
At the next corner I lay my hand on his arm as we
waited for a light. He looked at my hand and back up. "Are
you cold? Do you want my jacket?"
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"I'm fine. I just wanted to touch you." Then a poke to
his ribs, to make him laugh. I wanted to know how smiling
would change him.
A few blocks later I slumped down on a bus stop bench
next to the park. He sat next to me. Two and half inches of a
space between his leg and mine. I lit a cigarette, blowing the
smoke away from his face.
"You don't have to do that."
"I know," I lied quickly. And then said, stubborn, "I
don't want to be a bad influence."
"Whatever."
"No, God. I must sound so condescending." I was an
idiot. I flicked my ask into the gutter, "Anyway . . .Are you all
moved in?"
"Mostly." Still not looking at me. His hand picked at a
hole in his jeans. "I don't know."
"What?"
"Everything is so...":
I flicked my cigarette.
"I just can't finish my sentences—I feel ridiculous." I
held my throat tightly shut as a woman walked by with a
terrier, singing to herself. The dog stopped to take a shit and
she just let him. Six feet away from us. I looked at Erik's hand
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on his leg, tried to picture his body hair. "Why did I move
here in the first place, I don't know anyone, and God, why
can't Ijust talk like a normal person?" The woman and her
dog walked on. Erik leaned forward so that I could see the
sweet little nape of his neck where his hair comes to a point.
So precious.
"I hope I didn't sound too pessimistic the other day
when I helped you unpack," I blabbered, "talking about relationships and stuff. I'm not really as bitter as I sound."
"No, no."
"I don't want to give you the impression that I'm some
crotchety old woman. Or something."
"You're not," he insisted, straightening up with force.
"I mean, I've listened to your anecdotes and started to piece
some of it together."
"I think I was more idealistic six years ago." Age
difference again. His glance darted toward my face. "I believe
in love and all that shit." He laughed at him. I wanted to
explain to him that Ijust understand that really loving someone
isn't enough, that your parents have scrambled your brains
with their awkward affection and you're all flawed and eventually you realize that you love someone—imperfectly, maybe,
and it's good and they're really wonderful. But there's always
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something you figure out three years later about how sick you
both are that explains why you're so unhappy with them.
But he squeezed my hand and said, "I think of you as
an open cynic." And then it was all over and I knew that it was
too late not to like him. We sat there under the streetlamp
breathing slowly. His head floated over to my shoulder and
settled there. No busses came. I thought very clearly and sadly,
I want this. Then, We will lose this. And I was happy.

When I pounded up the stairs, swollen with nervous
joy, hand clenched over the poem he'd typed for me in microscopic letters (PS. I wish this computer had a font the size of
paramecia, so that I could have shouted), eager to tell Simone
everything, still smelling him on my clothes, I already had half
a poem of response written in my head to explain all my
ridiculous hesitating. So much back and forth. Something about
my insane desire not to wreck what I love.
I plowed through the door, no one in the front room,
lights on, no one in the kitchen, dishes abandoned, no one in
the hall, a lump of bathrobe and wet towel strewn in front of
my bedroom door, and into Lora's room, where Marcus sat on
the floor smoking.
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I said, "You don't live here."
And Marcus said, "You walked into a bad situation."
I stood there.
"Simone and Lora will be back soon. We lost another
kitten."
I sat down and lit a cigarette and he told me about how
Junono Action Jackson had been crushed by a Lazy Susan.
It was propped in Lora's doorway where the kittens
always play. And of course he didn't die right away. No way.
That's not how things happen here. Red blood, white linoleum,
Simone hysterical, Junono's bleeding face, Junono's shattered
neck, Lora pulling the Lazy Susan off Junono, blood on her
shoes, Simone's hand hovering over Junono, wanting to touch,
Junono alive.
So they called Marcus.
Lora and Simone came in, and Lora said, "When did
you get home?" When I told her, she said "You're about fortyfive minutes right on time."
And what they didn't tell me, I imagined.

I know all about killing. So I know what Marcus did
and how it felt. After Lora and Simone got back and we sat
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around in Lora's room with Marcus not really looking into the
hall or at each other, I wrote Erik a letter. I said,
This isn't the love poem you deserve.
I said,
I was happy and then I got home and there was
all this. Bizarre that your poem and Junono can happen in the
span of fifteen minutes. There's too much death in our apartment, no other way to say it.
And then I told him about drowning Small. I told him
there's no way to talk about kittens without being trite, but
that goddammit there was nothing trite about how I felt after
Small.

There's nothing gentle and cuddly about kittens.
They're completely self absorbed in their pursuit of pleasure.
The way they tackle Val and feed from her bloody teats get
gets me every time.
What is this about? I know I mentioned Small's death
to you, because it was right after I met you. I came home
from a horrific day, all raw and jangled. I'd run into Darrin
(remember him from my stupid stories?) at the gas station. He
was with a woman. They were wearing wedding rings. I called
my apartment from a pay phone in desperation and poured out

my sorrows to Simone on our answering machine, locked my
keys in the car at that same gas station and sat on the hood of
my car at the gas pump for an hour waiting for the locksmith to
show up, fending off all the married men who tried to convince
me their coat hangers would do the trick—all in all, a day
which necessitated smoking a pack of cigarettes in twelve
hours. And got home to find Simone sobbing on the kitchen
floor with Small's limp body wrapped in an orange sweater.
I had to put a cat to sleep once when I was little, and
when they gave her the shot her body just sort of wilted like
boiled cabbage. That's what Small was like. His body was just
a collection of parts when I handled it, it shouldn't have been
alive. Except he drooled and whenever we blew air into his
eyes, which were open, he made these strangled sounds to let
us know he was still there. He couldn't blink. And his stomach
was really wrong, it just kind of wasn't a stomach. Just his
empty sack of skin. I took him from Simone. I thought I could
soothe him somehow. But Ijust knocked his head to one side
when I tried to stroke it. And then he twitched, and she showed
me his paws were already cold, the way dead things are cold,
the way dead things are cold, and that's when I lost my shit and
started screaming along with her. Lora and Simone and I all
screaming and holding this thing, passing it back and forth and
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squeezing its eyelids shut from time to time and breathing on
its little feet and pressing our faces into its neck, saying it'll be
okay, really. Shhhhh. Just stay with us Small, shhhhh.

Things like this just happen. You feed something every
morning - we even bottle-fed the kittens every three hours for
a few days when Val slipped out the screen door right after they
were born - and the they get sick, you don't know how, and
that's all.
Small needed to die.
I got on the phone to the vet, who said dispassionately,
Forty dollars to euthanize the cat without examining it. We got
some veterinary students here who can do it for you no problem. If you want us to look at it or anything, that's sixty bucks,
and then the other forty for the rest, and it'll have to be
tomorrow.
It was two in the morning. Erik, that's all I can say to
explain us to you. He was in pain and we were crying and had
no money - no money! - and what were we going to do, just
go to bed, sweet dreams,

and chuck him with the trash in the

morning? He was my favorite.
We thought about suffocating him in a bag, drugging
him, breaking his neck, gassing him with the stove. We had

never hilled anything bigger than a cricket. I'd heard of sticking cats in the freezer. Then I had my bright idea and we
fucking drowned him in a flowerpot in the bath tub - wrapped
in a white cloth, lit candles, and I held him under water with
both hands while terrible bubbles rose to the surface like
mouths. The flowerpot was a ceramic Chinese sort of thing,
with red and green fish circling the inside. I guess I thought the
candles would mean something. My breasts squashed against
the edge of the bath tub and Small managed to struggle a little,
warm little kicks, and Lora reached her hands in around mine
in a gesture of solidarity and when Simone asked from behind
me on the toilet, Is he struggling?, I lied to her. And I just kept
thinking, I'm doing this, and I have to do this over and over
and I felt like a liar crying there next to Lora and my hair got
all tangled in the snot from my nose but I couldn't let go to
push it back. After awhile everything calmed and the water
got colder and I stayed there holding him to make sure.
I sat in the passenger seat of the car with my pants all
wet from holding his body on my lap when they buried him in
the hills. I told them I had to watch out for cops. As Simone
says, Small died with his eyes open, under water, which cats
hate. Tonight when I found out about
Junono I thought about how Small must have felt, being held
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under, and I violently desired that I would have shelled out
the forty bucks, put it on a credit card or borrowed it or written
a bad check, or anything. And not just for Small's sake. For
mine, because of the way I felt doing it, slumped against the
bath tub while he squirmed. Because my hands felt stunned,
paralyzed, just horrible somehow afterward. Because now I
have to know that I can do it. I walk around my apartment now
and I don't see furniture and plates and beds and cutlery - I
see ways to kill cats.
I refuse to pick favorites with these kittens any more.
Every time I single one out it dies. We still don't know how
Small got sick. He was the runt, I guess, and they built in
biological time bombs, Marcus says. And now Junono. There's
four left, and I don't care if it wasn't my fault, there's something to be said for risk management.
It's late and I haven't told you anything you want to
hear. I wanted to tell you I was happy tonight. Last week after
the party when you stayed over and you leaned against the wall
sighing like that I wanted to gather you up and stroke your hair
and spoon you all night and reassure you. I think I was afraid
of damaging you. There I go being crotchety. I have all these
scars all over my body. I'm lying. They're freckles. Darrin and
I used to lie in bed and find all the freckles on each other's
-

bodies and kiss them. We called it a freckle check.
I don't know about all this, Erik. I know the way I felt
tonight burrowing into you ribcage and sucking in your smell. I
wanted to eat you alive.

I stopped writing for a second, listened to Lora's music
coming from the other room and the clatter of Simone slamming cupboards in the kitchen. Val prowled around outside my
door sniffing the linoleum where Junono's blood had been and
the other kittens shoved their faces greedily into her belly. I
pushed my hands into my lap and looked at them.
And wrote,
I need to keep my body out of this. I think I can be your
friend. But I need to keep you out of my hallway, and out of
my bath tub, and out of my kitchen. I can't make you any
sandwiches. I'll help you unpack the rest of your stuff, or
whatever, and next time we have a party here I hope you'll
come. But who knows what this age difference will mean, and
who knows what stupid shit I'll do to you. It's stupid to think I
can just hold your hand at a bus stop for a few minutes and
believe it's good. I'm an asshole, or whatever, but if you want a
kitten there's four left.
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PLEASE, TYPE OR PRINT
IN BLACK INK ONLY
Sal Plascencia

I don't believe in "magical realism." There is nothing
"magically real" about my grandmother spending hours on her
knees picking every hair out of the metal tub we used to bathe
in. She thought that when you left a hair in still water it would
grow scales, teeth, and a tail. She said that the first snake was
born from one of Eve's long hairs that accidentally fell into a
puddle of water in Eden. "The devil was always in us," that's
what she said. My grandmother is dead now, she died of a
disease American doctors call cancer. My grandpa doesn't
believe that though. He said that one day she took a bath and
she fell asleep in the tub. Her hairs sucked the tub dry. Grandpa
found her in an empty tub with a bald head and thousands of
little gray snakes on her lap.
My grandpa shooed the snakes away and carefully picked
my grandma's skinny body up with two fingers and set it down
in a box of matches. Grandpa decorated the box with tiny
candy flowers and lined the inside of the box with strips of
sugar cane. You could slide the box open and see the little
holes in my grandma's head where all the snakes escaped
from.

I wanted to see my grandmother one more time before
they buried her so I flew down to the city of Pedro Paramo. It
used to be called the city of Bastards because there were so
many kids peddling gum who didn't have dads. They still
peddle gum but they all have a dad now, or so they say. They
got tired of being called bastards, so they all said, "We are the
sons of Pedro Paramo."
When Grandpa had a good harvest he would yoke a pair
of mules and make them pull a cart filled with corn and cantaloupes to the city of Pedro Paramo. He would give his veggies
and fruits to any kid who said that he was a son of Pedro
Paramo. He would usually go home with an empty cart and two
pieces of gum."You know it's not their fault that they have no
dad and they don't make much money selling stale pieces of
gum. It doesn't hurt to help them out. "That's what grandpa
said.
Even though I didn't need them I hired two sons of Pedro
Paramo and a donkey to help me carry some boxes of food and
some gloves that I bought for my grandpa. I remember looking
at a portrait of my grandma standing on my grandpa's palm,
my grandma was wearing this long dress that bunched up at her
feet, and all I could see of my grandpa was his wedding ring
and his callouses and blisters. When he was in America they
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hired him to pick lettuce. He was good at that, but after awhile
the bosses said they would pay him more if he would plow the
fields. I think that's why his hands got all torn up. He didn't
use a tractor, or horses, not even a pair of oxen. He would just
drag his fingers over the fields for months at a time. Wherever
his fingertips scratched, that's where the furrows would be.
My grandma didn't plow fields. She just picked lettuce and she
had beautiful hands.
Grandpa said that those days weren't so bad, but he also
said that he couldn't stand it when airplanes would come down
and spray chemicals on the fields. It was like breathing shrapnel. Grandma got really sick from that stuff. Every time a plane
flew by and sprayed grandma would have to tear her blouse
and bra off. She said she could feel three-thousand and eleven
tiny knives stabbing and puncturing her lungs. She just wanted
to pick the knives out of her lungs, and she didn't care if she
had to tear through four layers of skin and muscle. Grandpa
was always afraid of leaving her alone. He heard the story
about the man who ripped his chest open trying to get to the
thorns in his lungs and how they found him dead in a lettuce
field holding a bloody prickly pear of a lung. This is why
grandpa wanted to get away from those fields. Once Grandpa
and Grandma got their Social Security papers and filed for their
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SS number, they left and went to pick lettuce with a bunch of
hippies that didn't use airplanes.
I couldn't use an airplane to get to Juchitlan where my
grandma was buried. I had to use three days and a dehydrated
donkey to get to Juchitlan from Pedro Paramo. When I got
there I told the sons of Pedro Paramo to unload the donkey. I
tied the donkey to a thorn bush next to the river where
Grandma used to stand with her strainer trying to catch all the
hairs that came down stream. She used to wrestle with strands
that were half-snake, half-hair. Sometimes the snake part of the
hairs would win. She said that she was no archangel, that she
could not squash every serpent's head.
I knew she was no angel when the smell of the sugar cane
was gone and all that was left was the stench from Grandma's
rotting body. Angels smell like potpourri when they are dead,
Grandma stunk like dead fish but that doesn't mean that she
was no good. She raised six kids, helped tend a farm, and kept
Grandpa well fed and clean. Like I said, she was no Saint
Patrick, but she did her part. Too bad none of her kids could
come to the funeral. My mom, and all my uncles, were all
quarantined in some hospital wing in Simi Valley. They found
some weird pesticide imbedded in their DNA.
At the burial it was only me, my Grandpa and two kids of
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Pedro Pararno. Grandpa gave the two kids candles to hold and
a wad of pesos for their trouble. My Grandpa had on the gloves
that I had bought for him. He took the gloves off later when he
had to use one of his huge fingers to tear the ground open.
While Grandpa picked the dirt out of his finger nails, I lowered
the match box into the trench. After that, we just stood there
looking at the little dead grandma inside the decorated box of
matches. When the smell of rotting fish was too much we
covered it with red dirt.
After the burial, I hung out for a couple of days with
grandpa and taught him how to cook and how to clean a house.
I asked him if he wanted to go back with me, but he said that
he was fine in Juchitlan. He said that home is where the heart is
and his heart was buried in a match box thirty-eight paces away
from his front door.
Grandpa also thought that if he left, no one would take
care of the bastard kids. "It's not their fault that their dad left,
that he won't claim them. We can't take it out on them, we
have to help them out." And that's what he did, he fed and
clothed a city of bastards.
Two months after I left Grandpa, I got a letter in the mail
from him. It said that he kept getting Social Security checks
for Grandma and he thought that it did no good to keep stuffing
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money into her head stone. I wrote him back and told him that
I would take care of it. I went to the Social Security office and
explained the situation. They gave me a form to fill out and I
did it on the spot. I thought it was all taken care of after that,
but then I received a phone call.
Some Social Security worker called me up and asked,
"What kind of sick magically real joke is this? We need a
legitimate cause of death and a real address. The Social Security number checks out with the name but there's no city by the
name of 'Pedro Paramo'."
I explained to him that perhaps the city was still listed
under "The City Of Bastards" and that there was absolutely
nothing magically real about my grandmother's death.
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iIllraTPl
by Sara Tillman

Dial "M" for Marx: A Guide to Socialism Lite
by James Adomnian

What is Marxism? Where did it begin? Who owns the
movie rights?
Today, scholars describe Marxism as a social and
economic philosophy based on class struggle. Yesterday, they
described it as a fine wine best served chilled. Under either
definition, Marxist Thought has had a profound effect on the
political landscape of the world, converting many low-lying
wetlands into rugged mountains. Marxism differs from Marxist Thought in that it contains no Thought, composed instead of
three key components: Fabian Utopianism (fabian
utopianism), Hegelian Dialectic (Hegelian gibberish), and
Classic Discord (search me). Some have contended that another component, Blatant Plagiarism, is a fourth pillar of
Marx's philosophy; however, we will not elaborate on this
argument, as it has heretofore only been discussed among pale,
weak academic types.
Where can we start? The beginning? Scholars have
found this difficult to determine, as Karl Marx (1818-1883)
opposed the idea of "beginning" as a bourgeoisie tool of
oppression and thus preferred to start all of his works at the
middle of the third chapter. (He also labeled the flat head
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screwdriver a tool of oppression, and would pout when he
could not find a Philip's head.) Slightly less offensive to him
was the concept of "end," although he still bristled at its mention. Ironically, Marx was an enthusiast of the capitalist board
game Monopoly, yet he refused to start at or pass GO, and
would thus forfeit $200 every time around the board.
Karl Marx (formerly Marxy Marx) led a turbulent life
that saw three of his six children dead before adulthood. (The
other three expired promptly upon reaching the age of 18.)
Forced to flee his native Germany for his radical ideas, Marx
was soon kicked out of France after his neighbors complained
that he was making too much noise at night. He finally found
refuge in England, which will take anybody as long as the rent
is on time.
Despite his personal misfortunes, Marx was a prolific
writer, which almost made up for his repulsive physique.
Devoted to his work above all else, it has been said that Marx
read and took notes on over 90 books on his honeymoon, much
to the relief of Mrs. Marx. His pathetic social life enabled
Marx to develop an all-encompassing philosophy of the world
and conveniently name it after himself. His belief was that a
revolution of the working class, or the proletariat (I' Karl Marx
borrowed the framework of his philosophy from the German
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idealist philosopher Georg Hegel (1770-1831), who was not
too happy when Marx failed to return it. Hegel insisted that the
source of truth and change in the universe was Spirit, or Idea,
while the source of trouble and evil in the universe were the
bastards down at the DMV. He was known for his convoluted
writing style, and sometimes he would intentionally plant
stilted phrases and dangling participles in his sentences and
giggle with glee as his students labored in earnest to decipher
his prose.
Hegel constructed his sociopolitical philosophy around
the post-egalitarian Aristotle-onassisism of Dobrunner, the
ecstatic pessimism of Kant, and a deck of dirty playing cards
he picked up in Hamburg. Hegel argued that Idea moved
dialectically through history, although it is not clear with whom
he was arguing. A thesis, any event or social situation, would
create an antithesis (also in italics) which would be its opposite. The two would combine to create the synthesis, much like
combining matter with anti-matter. His theory for social order
became known as "Hegel's Theory for Social Order" and
earned him a great amount of notoriety among radical leftist
circles (although the more moderate leftist triangles would
have nothing to do with him).
Tragically, Hegel had a penchant for the bottle, refusing
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to consume liquids if not through a rubber nipple. Rumors
abounded as to his insanity, and when he attempted to strip
mine Stuttgart, communists and radicals throughout Europe
were appalled. Hegel was shunned by the enlightened community and, interestingly, shunned by the dullard community as
well. Critics dismissed his wild theories as "theoretical" and
the name of Hegel became synonymous with scandal, but only
when used as a noun. The outstanding work he had done for so
many years was all but forgotten by Western thinkers, and
volumes of his solemn works were used as elephant shoes in
the Italian circus.
Marx, too, had forgotten Hegel's outstanding work.
Luckily for him, though, he remembered some of Hegel's
mediocre work and was able to cobble together a preliminary
theory in time for the 1843 World Revolutionary Convention,
held in Marx's basement. Marx realized that he was living in a
material world and that he was a material girl, and thus
scrapped Hegel's idealism. What he retained was the dialectic,
moved not by some Utopian pie-in-the-sky Idea, but by real
material forces and human beings, along with a dedicated
brood of crafty elves.
Under the Marxist Dialectic, change is a result of class
struggle, and change for a fifty is hard to come by. According

to Marx, the bourgeoisie was a fancy French word for capitalists. These capitalists controlled the means of production, the
property, and the cappuccino machines in society. But they
were creating their own antithesis in the proletariat, the working class which Marx predicted would quickly rise up and
bump its head on the cabinet. After a bloody revolution, the
means of production would be held in common, thus eliminating social classes and insurance salesmen.
It was the purpose of Marxist Theory not only to explain history and bore students everywhere, but also to change
the world. Marx wanted to speed the revolution he felt was
just around the corner, and in 1848 published The Communist
Manifesto with fellow socialist Friedrich Engels (1820-1895).
The short yet powerful treatise concluded with the famous As
it stands, Marx's bold statement has certainly shaken the world
to its foundation since his death. Russia, Eastern Europe,
Cuba, China, and college campuses across America have all
been devoted to Marxism for much of the twentieth century.
Even after the fall of the Soviet Union, there was the winter of
our discontent. Today, there continues to be a great amount of
excitement within the Communist Party, although personally
I've had a lot more fun at some keg parties recently. In the
next millennium, Marxists hope to overthrow the bourgeoisie
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and establish a peaceful and harmonious society, but they will
settle for conversion to the metric system.
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Dante's Theology of Writing
by Ryan Bradley

Through the Commedia, the Vita Nuova, and various
other works, Dante has created a vast opus of significant
writings. These works include moments of self—awareness, in
which Dante addresses the process of writing as he creates.
Through these moments, Dante develops his mission as a
writer. He creates a philosophy and theology of writing. His
purpose, like his poetry, has multiple levels. He creates for
intellectual, artistic, and religious reasons. He writes in support
of love, for both God and Beatrice. He also writes to create an
intellectual framework for understanding the world. Through
this framework, readers may learn about the universe and make
sense of it. The act of creating this framework is also an attempt by Dante to understand the world. The author is a particular person with specific circumstances. Dante is an exile, an
unrequited lover, and an inconstant but earnest believer. These
circumstances challenge Dante, upsetting his desire for order.
Writing serves as a tool for gaining understanding and a way
for him to share his understanding with others.
In his Letter to Can Grande, Dante explains what the
Paradiso is and how it should be approached. He labels this
particular work "that sublime cantica of the Comedy, which is
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adorned with the title of Paradise"(35). With this self—praise,
Dante is presumably assigning the Paradiso a special status as
the pinnacle of his work. His other works lead up to this one,
both as practice and foreshadowing. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that the essence of the Paradiso has been Dante's
ultimate goal for all of his writings. Dante labels the Paradiso,
and the rest of the Commedia, as a "didactic work" (36). As
such, Dante is revealing that his highest form of writing is
didactic. He later elaborates that his ultimate aim as a writer is
to "remove the living from the state of misery in this life and to
guide them to a state of happiness" (40). His didactic approach
is beyond mere moral lessons; Dante is writing as a spiritual
teacher. His work is intended to affect on multiple levels,
teaching and transforming his audience. These levels are the
literal, allegorical, moral, and anagogical. Each level builds
upon the previous, providing greater insight and affecting a
deeper part of the reader.
As a believer, Dante would have been influenced by
Biblical conceptions of language and literature. Second Timothy provides such a conception: "All Scripture is God—breathed
and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in
righteousness" (3:16). Dante's work is intended as a sort of
scripture. Though, even in his most prideful moments, he
-

would not place it on the same level as holy scripture. He does,
however, have a sacred intention for his poetry. As a writer
with a religious purpose, Dante creates literature to do each of
the things prescribed by the Apostle Paul in Second Timothy.
His work is didactic, so his purpose is to teach the reader. He
often rebukes the evil ways of Florentines and others. Also,
Dante creates models of proper correction and training. The
responses of Virgil and Beatrice to his persona's frequent
mistakes illustrate how an earnest but spiritually immature
person should be corrected. The Vita Nuova and the Commedia
are both stories of training and maturation, as these same two
figures lead Dante to maturity.
Like scripture, Dante's writing is also intended to be
"God—breathed." His work frequently depicts visions and
revelation. In Vita Nuova, Dante dreams and envisions Love
appearing to him. Love, as a person, is sometimes a true guide
and sometimes a false one. At the end of the Vita Nuova,
Dante's visions become something new and holy. He experiences "a miraculous vision," which changes his approach to
writing (86). Later, in writing the Commedia, Dante assigns the
entire work the status of a miraculous experience. The lessons
in this work are portrayed as coming directly from
otherworldly sources. In the Paradiso in particular, Dante
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creates lessons from important Christian figures. All of this
suggests that Dante is views writing as a holy experience. He is
not the sole author of his work, but rather the material creator.
The concept of "God-breathed" writing in Second Timothy
alludes to the story of God breathing life into Adam in Genesis.
In philosophy, this is referred to as substance dualism. It is the
idea that living things have both body and spirit. Dante creates
the body of his work, providing the clay or dirt from which it is
formed. If Dante's work is what he desires it to be, then God
also provides the spirit or breath of life. It is a sacred and
beautiful partnership, in which Dante has the lesser part.
However, his involvement is an honor without parallel, for in
effect he is imitating the role of the Virgin Mary; he is the
vessel for the Word.
In the process of conveying such profound truth, Dante
is occasionally inadequate for his task. This is presented when
he directly addresses the reader and explains that he cannot
write about what he is experiencing. This occurs most frequently in the Cornn2edia, but there is also an important example of it in the Vita Nuova. At the end of the Vita Nuova,
Dante experiences the "miraculous vision" (86). This causes
him to "resolve to say no more about this blessed one until [he]
would be capable of writing about her in a nobler way" (86).
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The blessed one that Dante refers to is Beatrice, so his first
limitation as a writer is in his ability to express love. His vision
convinced Dante that there was a higher love than he was
experiencing for Beatrice, and his lack of comprehension made
it impossible for him to convey this love. However, Dante
expresses hope that he will one day be able to "write of her that
which has never been written of any other woman" (86).
Dante does not fulfill that desire through additional
romantic sonnets, rather he creates the Commedia. Therefore,
in some ways the Coinmedia is as much a love poem to honor
Beatrice as it is a holy work. There is no contradiction in this
dual nature, for the same dualism can be found in the Song of
Songs. This controversial section of the Bible has generated
debate over whether it is a story of human romantic love or an
allegory of God's love for humanity. The Song of Songs can be
experienced on both levels without contradiction by viewing
human romantic love as an allegory of God's love for humanity. In the same way, Dante's desire to learn a greater romantic
love and give greater honor to Beatrice is an allegory of his
desire to love and honor God. These multiple levels do not
make the literal a symbol of the allegorical, rather both exist as
valid and necessary meanings.
Dante continues in his maturation as a writer by further
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developing these parallel levels. This allows him to explore
continually more transcendental truths. However, his reach
continues to exceed his ability to describe. In Canto XXXII of
the Inferno , Dante recognizes a purely technical limitation in
his ability to write. At this point, Dante has just entered the
ninth and final circle of Hell. He writes:

If I had rhymes as harsh and horrible
as the hard facts of that final dismal hole
which bears the weight of all the steeps of Hell,

I might more fully press the sap and substance
from my conception; but since I must do
without them, I begin with some reluctance.
(267)

Dante lacks the skill as an artist to convey the environment
around him. Dante is moved, but he is unable to find the right
words. His situation is similar to a child being unable to convey
an experience due to a lack of vocabulary, and it is a phenomenon that all writers have suffered from at some point. He has
no thesaurus, and his own "rhymes" seem trite and limited to
him.
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This passage also reveals one of the reasons for writing:
Dante wants to purge the memory of his experience in Hell
from his memory. On a broader level, writing acts as a release
from preoccupation. Dante, as a pilgrim and a persona, has
undertaken an incredible journey. This journey still preoccupies
him, and he is only able to deal with it by putting it into words.
As another sort of pilgrim, Dante has undertaken an intellectual
and spiritual journey by conceiving of the Coinmedia. He has
considered the nature of the universe and of God. This has led
to a significant change in Dante's thought and lifestyle, and it is
only through writing that he can resolve the issues in is mind.
Dante also recognizes that he must continue writing
without the ability to fully convey his meaning. This is a
change from the end of the Vita Nuova, for Dante is no longer
delaying his work until he reaches maturity. Dante must now
realize that he will never be fully adequate to his task as a
writer, for he will always be encountering new levels of truth.
He expresses reluctance to continue without conveying the full
meaning of his subject, but he now resolves to continue despite
his limitations.
A similar, yet distinct, situation occurs still later in Hell.
Dante encounters Satan, and he is unable to convey the horror.
He writes: "I cannot write it:/ this is a terror that cannot be told
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imagine for yourself what I became" (283). Although Dante
does attempt to describe Satan, he is unable to express his own
reaction. Unlike in the previous passage, this is not solely a
technical limitation. Dante cannot convey his experience
because it has affected him too powerfully. Dante's persona is
reliving the events of his journey as he narrates them, and this
particular horror is too terrible to fully experience again. The
persona's inability to confront his experience prevents the
writer from fully conveying it.
However, Dante is actually conveying the truth to his
audience in a more personal and individual way. While Dante
the persona is limited by the power of the experience, Dante
the writer is forcing his audience to personalize the experience
for themselves. He requires his readers to "imagine for yourself
what I become" (283). This requires a contemplation of the
nature of Satan, and it leads the reader to imagine his own
reaction to ultimate evil. This is part of the renewed humanizing of Christianity that occurred in the wake of Saint Francis.
Believers were now encouraged to contemplate Christ in his
sufferings, and Dante adds that they should also contemplate
Satan in his sufferings. The entire Commedia is such a contemplation, as Dante exposes his audience to the beings in literally
every condition in the universe. In this way, Dante's limitations
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of language actually serve to personalize the experience and
draw the reader into interacting with the text.
Dante provides a similar call to meditation and reflection in Canto X of the Paradiso.

Stay on at the table, reader, and meditate
upon this foretaste if you with to dine
on joy itself before it is too late.

I set out the food, but you yourself must feed!
For the great matters I record demand
all my attention and I must proceed.
(118)

In this passage, Dante addresses the reader directly and requests interaction. He defines his own role as placing the food
before the reader. As such, Dante is acknowledging another
limitation of his role as a writer. This is no longer a limitation
in ability, rather it is a limitation of position. As a sacred writer,
Dante is attempting to convey truth that he did not create.
Therefore, God is the creator of the "meal" rather than Dante.
Also, Dante recognizes that each person must make an individual decision to follow or disobey God. This is emphasized
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as Dante places people in heaven, purgatory, or hell without
respect for their positions. Popes and kings may be found in
any of these places, and various members of a single family are
found in all three realms. Each person must make the individual choice to "dine on joy" (118). Dante's purpose is to
present truth to the reader. He is like a priest exhorting a congregation to pray and providing scripture for meditation, but
Dante has no control over the result.
Additionally, Dante remarks that he is unable to further
assist the reader because he has other tasks to perform. This
may at first seem to be an arrogant assertion that Dante is more
important than his readers. However, it actually just a
reassertion of roles. Dante is meticulously organized, and he
insists on each person performing the proper role. Kings should
concern themselves with secular rule, and popes themselves
solely with spiritual authority, for example. Dante believes that
he has a great destiny as creator of the Comn'iedia. If he was to
lose his focus on this work, he would be wasting the gifts and
purpose that God has given him. Therefore, Dante's responsibility to help the reader understand is less important than his
responsibility to create an enduring work for God's glory.
In the same canto, Dante also establishes that his lack
of description as an opportunity for faith. He says that "though
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genius, art, and usage stored my mind / I still could not make
visible what I saw; / but yet may you believe and seek to find!"
(119). Dante implies that he is making full use of human
ability. This is a characteristic assertion by him. He displays
humility before God and his guides, but he apparently has no
hesitancy to praise himself over his contemporaries. He believes that he will be the heir to Virgil and the other great epic
poets. In this passage, he is establishing that his poetry is as
near to perfection as it could possibly be, since all human
works are limited. In order to fully comprehend his writing and
to gain the maximum benefits from it, the reader must approach Dante's work with faith. On one level, this is a true
depiction of the relationship between any reader and writer.
The reader displays faith by beginning a work, and he must
maintain it by completing the reading. When a reader trusts a
writer to provide knowledge or entertainment, it is a type of
faith. In this way, the reader must have faith in Dante as a
writer. A lesser poet would not be able to write that he is unable
to describe his experiences; this would be an easy solution
requiring no skill to create. From Dante, however, this approach is original and significant.
Dante's call for the reader to have faith is also reminiscent of Christ's admonition to Thomas. Having displayed doubt
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in the resurrection, Thomas is allowed to see Christ's wounds.
Thomas then believes, but he receives a mild admonition.
According to the Gospel of John, Christ said "Because you
have seen me, you have believed; blessed are those who have
not seen and yet have believed" (20:29). The doubt Thomas
shows is not as severe as it initially seems, for none of the
apostles believed until Christ appeared to them. Like these
other apostles, Dante is asking the reader to believe what he
alone has seen. However, like the readers of the Gospel of
John, Dante's readers will have to rely on belief without experiencing the same situation as the author. Through faith, the
reader will be able to gain full benefit from Dante's writings.
Faith changes it from a distant text for intellectual study to a
life changing holy book.
This is a large mission for an author, yet it is an intention which Dante confirms in Canto XVII. In this section,
Dante is being warned of his impending exile. He realizes that
the substance and message of his Commedia will "offend the
taste of many alive today" (198). However, Dante responds to
his own fear: "Yet if, half friend to truth, I mute my rhymes, / I
am afraid I shall not live for those / who will think of these
days as 'the ancient times" (198). Dante the persona is facing
the fact that he will eventually be exiled from Florence. He
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refuses to allow this to intimidate him, however, believing that
his writing is too important. Dante the author has already been
exiled. By adding in this and other references to his "future"
exile, he is creating an image of courage and honor for himself.
While his exile was primarily due to political machination, he
is depicting himself as a near martyr. He has chosen to lose his
home, rather than renounce or hide his beliefs. From this
perspective, the Commedia is a sacrificial testament of faith.
This passage also reveals Dante's belief in an audience
of the future. His willingness to sacrifice himself nobly is
motivated in part by a desire to leave a great work for future
generation. Dante does not merely hope for fame; he expects to
be read in the far future. His reference is to a readership that
will call his times ancient, and such a perspective is equal to
his own view of Virgil. To Dante, ancient times would have
referred to the Greek and Roman period. For the people of
Dante's time, Virgil would have been the exemplar of that
period. He was Dante's own model, serving as a guide through
the Inferno and the Purgatorio. Dante expected to inherit
Virgil's mantle as poet laureate of an entire era. This would
seem outrageously arrogant if it was the particular reason for
Dante's writing. However, Dante's purpose is spiritual. Though
he does suffer from pride, his mission is an unselfish one.
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Additionally, it is difficult to consider Dante's boasting arrogant, as he so completely fulfilled his promises. He actually did
become the legendary poet.
Beyond any pride in his ability, Dante also trusts God to
aid with his mission. He presents this assurance through
Cacciaguida, who has just spoken to him about his future exile
from Florence. Cacciaguida exhorts Dante: "If your voice is
bitter when first tested / upon the palate, it shall yet become / a
living nutriment when it is digested" (199). Again, this is Dante
the writer praising his own ability. Recognizing that some
people will react negatively to his Coinmedia, he promises that
they would have a better reaction if they took the time to
examine and understand it. However, Dante is creating more
than a boast here. In writing about his work as "a living nutriment," Dante is alluding to the a spiritual concept. This is
another echo of his writing being "God—breathed." It is also a
reference to the "living Word," a term applied to both Christ
and the Biblical scriptures. The Commedia,like Christ, serves
as a living nutriment to be consumed by the believer. It is a
reference to Christ as "living water," an allusion to Christ's
encounter with a Samaritan woman in the Gospel of John
(4: 10). It is also a reference to the Eucharist, in which believers
consume the body and blood of Christ. Dante is making yet
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another reference to his Commedia as a holy poem, and he is
also referring to his partnership with God in creating it.
The holy nature of Dante's mission is far beyond the
ability of any human, including himself. His "theme is massive,
mortal shoulders frail / for such a weight" (260). In this way,
Dante confirms his reliance upon God. He also introduces
another explanation for his hesitancy to offer description at
times. Despite his show of pride, Dante fears his own inadequacy in this sacred task. He asks "what thoughtful man will
blame me / for trembling under it for fear I fail?" (260). In
seeking to provide a sacred text, Dante must be sure to not add
any falsehoods into it. It is better that he act excessively cautious than err in the other direction.
Dante is seeking to create something wholly new, an act
of spiritual devotion and artistic accomplishment. He is utilizing his intellect and skill to contemplate holy and hidden
things. At times his "pen leaps and [he] does not write / not
works nor fantasies can paint the truth: / the folds of heaven's
draperies are too bright" (268). In these instances, Dante is also
conveying truth. They serve as a meditation on humanity's
limitations, and they lead the reader in contemplation of the
glory of heaven. This is Dante's ultimate purpose. Despite his
pride and desire for glory, Dante is creating the Commedia
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with selfless motives. His great desire is lead others to paradise, even as he seeks to go there himself. For Dante, the very
act of writing is a spiritual exercise. It leads him to devotion
and contemplation. It is also an act of obedience, as he uses his
talents with a holy purpose intent. Dante is a sacred writer in
the best sense, for his desire is to transcend his profane sins and
become sacred through writing.
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Drugs in the Counterculture
by Nicole Coates Burton

By 1968, the counterculture was in full swing. The popular press had acknowledged its presence and the drug use that, by
then, was perhaps the best-known facet of the movement. "Pot'
turns the motor of the hippie movement" explained U.S. News &
World Report.' The press, however, neglected to understand the
multiple, and sometimes contradictory, meanings that drugs held
to members of the counterculture including their roles in altering
consciousness, escaping reality, and building community.
"Counterculture" is an imprecise term used to describe a
multitude of groups and individuals with varying ideologies.
These ideologies were rooted in the rejection of American society and the building of new communities by experimenting with
new structures.2 Different groups emphasized the flaws of different facets of dominant society and proposed different solutions to change them. Hippies, for example, rejected "the neutral
appearance" by wearing flamboyant garb.' Yippies, on the other
hand, rejected American politics and proposed means to impede
the presidential election.' Many of the smaller groups were ill
defined; they overlapped and cooperated. The overarching term
"counterculture" describes them all generally. Most
countercultural groups accepted drugs as a valid means to facilitate their new communities.
For members of the counterculture, the drug high was not
an end in and of itself, but rather a means to liberating one's
mind from the dampening effects of the "straight" world. Former
activist and historian Todd Gitlin refers to this as "domesticated
strangeness," drugs' ability to transform the everyday into something new.' Marijuana increased the sensitivity of all five senses,
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amplifying the flavor of candy or the colors of a poster. Members of the counterculture linked the hallucinogenic effects of
LSD to the romanticized recollections of mystical tribal cultures.
Imbibing drugs was a collective experience. The inhibition-reducing effects of drugs encouraged conversation, which
revolved around the counterculturists' primary interest: the flaws
of the system.' The ideas that flowed from these "rap sessions"
were often articulated as a liberation or an enlightenment that
was credited with emanating from the drug itself. An owner of a
"head shop" (drug paraphernalia retailer) explained, "When I first
turned on, it pulled the rug right out from under me. Suddenly, I
saw all the bullshit in the whole educational and social system."'
While revealing the truth, the drugs also suspended reality and
created new hallucinogenic "realities" in a strange sort of
postmodern paradox. In relaxing reality chemically, the counterculture was able to visualize possible alternatives to the society it
rejected.
The counterculture also used drug-induced enlightenment
to facilitate notjust cultural inspection, but also introspection. In
the words of historian George Lipsitz, "...the value placed on
altered consciousness in the counterculture reflected a belief that
social change had to begin with self-knowledge.118 They proposed that individuals who had not shed the baggage of the larger
society could not seek to change it. While some critics have seen
this combination of collectivism and individualism as contradictory, others explain it as part of countercultural utopianism, the
belief that they could have it all.'
Members of the counterculture did not always use drugs
to enlighten them to world problems; they also used them to block
out those problems. Particularly by 1968, much of the original
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naïve idealism of the counterculture had faded. They had declared war on the system and suffered casualties. Demonstrations increasingly ended in violence, culminating in the riot at
the Democratic National Convention in Chicago. Escapism
through drugs replaced activism for many members of the counterculture. According to Lipsitz, "Timothy Leary's injunction to
'turn on, tuned in, and drop out' reflected more of an attempt to
escape from society than to reform it."° The counterculture had
tired of trying to hold conversation with a society that only responded with police brutality.
For most members of the counterculture, activism was
still important; escapism served as a temporary shelter from time
to time and never reflected the motivation of the entire counterculture. The popular press, however, picked up on threads of
escapism and used them to characterize the counterculture, as
well as other protest movements, as a whole. U.S. News & World
Report drew a causal link from alienation to drug use to demonstration violence." In an article on marijuana and family relations, Time interviewed a Manhattan teen who said, "I smoke pot
because it makes the world beautiful place instead of a place filled
with narrow-minded bigots like my father." 2 Since the popular
press was the only access most Americans had to the counterculture, its framing of the counterculture went a long way toward
how the general public understood them (and continues to understand them). While some, like the Yippies, tried to manipulate
the media, few recognized the media's manipulation of their public
image."
Whether they were used for liberation or escapism, drugs
were instrumental in building community within the counterculture.'4 Since there were no "establishment" sources for drugs
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and paraphernalia, the counterculture had to create their own. 5
These head shops became significant parts of the counterculture,
both economically and socially.'6 Head shops were part of a larger
attempt by protest movements to reform capitalism and attempt
alternate economic structures.'7 Members of the counterculture
worked within the capitalist system only with distaste, but they
could not completely remove themselves from it.18 Head shops
brought much-needed capital, but participants in the counterculture struggled over the balance between earning a profit and maintaining their ideals.'9
Head shops also functioned socially as the unofficial
"head" quarters of the counterculture. They were the places where
potential counterculturalists and visitors from out-of-town would
be certain of finding people from and hearing news about the
local scene.2°
The Beats used drugs as a symbol of the rejection of dominant society and handed this legacy down to the counterculture.
For the counterculture, drugs were the line of demarcation between them and the "straights." As Todd Gitlin explains, "Drugs
were the guiding metaphor, the pole of experience around which
all other images orbited."2' The language of drugs was the language of the counterculture, and a foreign language to the
straights. Phrases like "freak out" and "turn on", that are so much
a part of American slang today, have their roots in the drug slang
of the counterculture.
Use of drugs was also a way to distinguish countercultural
groups and to signify membership within those groups. The
Weatherman, for example, had completely communal living arrangements, including communal sleeping areas and group drug
sessions, to show commitment to the group and to flush out police spies.22
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Even as the counterculture was coming into its own, outsiders, attracted by the decadent possibilities of free love and
drugs, began flocking to the countercultural hubs in San Francisco and New York. According to one estimate, by 1968, 45
percent of those living in Haight-Ashbury were men drawn by
the drugs and sex. Though a few groups, including the Diggers,
tried to alert naïve young women of the dangers of the area, a
community that eschews authority qualifies no one to reject as
illegitimate those who do not contribute to the movement.21 The
counterculture quickly degraded, and by the fall of 1970 when
Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, and Jim Morrison had died of drugrelated causes, the concept of".. .the virtues of drugs..." had all
but faded from the contemporary consciousness.24
Today many politicians and cultural critics blame the
counterculture for variety of modern ills, including drug abuse
and crime. Those critics fail to understand the meanings of drugs
to those in the counterculture. The notion of the recreational
drug user, as we now understand it, only dates back to the late
1970s and early 1980s.25 Countercultural drug users were explorers, seeking to chart the mind and create a more enlightened
society.
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The Raven's flight over the Pond:
Poe's influence on the art and ideas of
Chales Baudelaire and Paul Gauguin
by Dawn Finley

The Raven's flight over the Pond:
Poe's influence on the art and ideas of
Charles Baudelaire and Paul Gauguin
Then the doctors will tell us that not only
Moses, Mahomet, Christ, Luther, Bunyan and
others were mad, but also Frans Hals,
Rembrandt, Delacroix, and also all the dear
narrow old women like our mother.
Ah—that's a serious matter—one might ask
these doctors; where then are the sane people?
—Vincent van Gogh, in a
letter to his brother

After sifting through page after page of nineteenth
century writing, I began to wonder about Ralph Waldo
Emerson's famous maxim: "To be great is to be misunderstood" (Lauter 1627). Edgar Allan Poe died in a gutter after a
long night of drinking in Baltimore; Vincent van Gogh shot
himself in a corn field and died two days later; Paul Gauguin
was found dead, alone, wracked with venereal disease. The
facts of these deaths make being an artist sound like one of the
most dangerous professions known to man. At the same time,
they make a neat addition to our mythology of the artist as a
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man who is so overwhelmed by his ideas and talents he is
driven to the edges of sanity—and then forces us with his art to
question what our definition of sanity might be in the first
place.
Poe and Gauguin fit into this mythology in a most
curious way. The discussion of Poe's influence on French
artists usually centers on his intimate textual relationship with
Charles Baudelaire. But the relationship between Poe and the
French symbolists, who claimed Baudelaire as their father, is
more complicated than that. For the symbolist writers, including Baudelaire, Valery and Mallarmé, were certainly not the
only artists exposed to Poe's works. By stretching the line of
continuity past Baudelaire to Gauguin, I hope to make the
connection in a broad sense more clear and tangible. Hopefully, we will see that both artists have an ability to make their
works meaningful on two levels: the real, qualifiable, rational
level and the supernatural, imaginative, and at times arguably
insane level. This common ability is the result of their sharing
a similar symbolic language that began with Poe, was filtered
through Baudelaire, and is present in a culturally and intellectually translated form in the works of Gauguin.
The first order of business, then, is to ground our
understanding of Poe's artistic expression. A writer as prolific
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as Poe demands more than just a term paper; for the sake of
clarity, we will focus on just a few short, though important,
works. "Annabel Lee" (1849/50), "The Philosophy of Composition" (1846), and "The Fall of the House of Usher" (1839) are
all characteristic works by Poe, each representing a different
literary genre. Poe's versatility in this sense is relatively
indisputable; we know him as the American man of letters. All
of Poe's ideas aside, his interest in manifold voices was also
attractive to the French: "They [the French] understood his
endeavor to infuse poetry with music, and his experiments with
verse forms" (Buranelli 132). Therefore, simply by examining
his list of achievements, we can discern how Poe may have
reached the imagination of many an artist—literary and visual.
With this tendency in mind, it seems appropriate to
begin our quest with Poe's poem, "Annabel Lee." The landscape of this haunting piece is provocative and new. We are
transported into a world where sensory experience is hardly
easy to explain. And Poe achieves this fantastic transportation
through totally unique and even surprising means. The verse
writhes with sorrow and loss; the images twist and blow over
the mind of the reader in rhythmic gusts. Apart from the
repetition of key phrases like "Annabel Lee," and "kingdom by
the sea," and apart from lyric lines like "But we loved with a
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love that was more than love," the last stanza is our first key to
understanding Poe's universe. Here he allows the senses to
melt into one another, and challenges the limits of our imagination:
For the moon never beams, without bringing me dreams
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee;
And the stars never rise, but I feel the bright eyes
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee;
And so, all the night-tide, I lie down by the side
Of my darling—my darling—my life and my bride,
In the sepulchre there by the sea—
In her tomb by the sounding sea. (Lauter 1523)

The suggestion made in this stanza is that the narrator is literally lying in the tomb of his beloved Annabel Lee after she has
died. Instead of gazing into her lovely eyes, he "feel[s] [her]
bright eyes," and we are left to wonder just what is going on.
Poe has constructed an atmosphere of mystery and the grotesque, but his language and technique suggest that this sad
nightmare is somehow beautiful.
"Annabel Lee," though it never provides us with a clear
idea or even a certain plot, does give us a strong flavor of the
artistic world Poe inhabits. His "The Philosophy of Composition," by its very nature, should, one would assume, shed more
light on the way in which Poe practices his craft. The basic
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argument of this essay is that his poem, "The Raven," is one of
the best poems ever written. But after the shadowy character
of the author of a poem like "Annabel Lee" has begun to
emerge in our minds, reconciling this work with the scientific
and absolute tones of "The Philosophy of Composition" is
difficult, to say the least.
If we consider, then, that all of the arguments in the
essay are not to be taken entirely seriously, we can catch subtle
meaning where it is relevant to our argument. After a long and
involved description of why "Beauty is the sole legitimate
province of the poem," we come to a few sentences that may
speak to the concerns of Baudelaire and Gauguin:

Regarding, then, Beauty as my province, my
next question referred to the tone of its highest
manifestation—and all experience has shown
that this tone is one of sadness. Beauty, of
whatever kind, in its supreme development,
invariably excites the sensitive soul to tears.
Melancholy is thus the most legitimate of all the
poetical tones. (1531)

Though Poe's ironic wit glimmers through this dense and
almost arrogant text, there is a bit of truth buried in this statement. "The sensitive soul" seems to be present, in one form or
another, in most of Poe's works. The narrator of "Annabel
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Lee," for example, is moved to a nearly unbelievable extent by
his melancholic sadness after the loss of his beloved. Whether
or not "The Raven" is the greatest poem to enter the Western
canon is one thing; that Poe reveals an essential element of his
craft is another.
In the same sense that "Annabel Lee" presents us with a
world where the truly depressing and macabre is beautiful,
"The Philosophy of Composition" provides us with a description of the intent to make the sad, the troublesome, beautiful.
This sensibility appeals to Baudelaire, who would later write
that artists should seek "pure art, by which [he means] the
special beauty of evil, the beautiful amid the horrible"
(Frascina). The climate Baudelaire was writing in was one of
revolution and upheaval—just the right climate for a call to
embrace the marginal, the criminal, and even the insane. But
before writing his major works of criticism and before publishing his own poetry, Baudelaire translated the writings of Poe,
complete with an "analysis of Poe's art that was based on the
search for 'the novelty of beauty" (Holt 172). In "The Philosophy of Composition" Poe makes no solid attempt to center
his art around the pursuit of an ideal Beauty. But the next step,
if one followed his theory closely, would be to do exactly that,
as Baudelaire did.
'On

Poe's frustrating essay follows one of his most famous,
and indeed one of his most interesting, short stories: "The Fall
of the House of Usher." Even more so than in the experimental
poem, "Annabel Lee," we are confronted with a world where
sensory experience—and bizarre sensory experience at that—
takes on a special, and oddly symbolic, significance. He
allows himself, in a work of fiction, to explore again his
thoughts about the role of art in interpreting knowledge received through the senses. The reader is subject to numerous
narrative tricks, and is tempted to entertain the possibility of a
supernatural intervention in a seemingly reasonable world. But
the psychology of the story is more complex than that reading
would suggest, because a rational explanation of the events in
the story is always subtly tucked in between the lines of the
text.
Our analysis of "The Fall of the House of Usher" brings
together the two parts of our larger argument. First of all, the
work explains how art—Poe's art, by extension—can help us to
interpret, or misinterpret, our sensory experiences. Secondly,
the role of art seems to be in part defined by its dual quality; it
has the ability to arouse imaginative suspicion, but it can, at the
same time, provide us with the voice of reason in a world of
chaos.
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The narrator of this creepy tale takes us to the home of
his childhood friend, Roderick Usher. From the first lines of
the story, we are prepared to expect the strange and the inexplicable. And the more the narrator learns about the life of his
friend, the more our expectations are suspended. Usher is,
apparently, a man whose understanding of his sensory perception is so sensitive he is in danger of losing his grip on reason.
But all is not yet lost, and the narrator explains that one of the
ways Usher deals with his hyper-awareness is to paint:

From the paintings over which his elaborate
fancy brooded, and which grew, touch by touch,
into vagueness at which I shuddered the more
thrillingly, because I shuddered knowing not
why;—from these paintings (vivid as their
images are now before me) I would in vain
endeavour to educe more than a small portion
which should lie within the compass of merely
written words. By the utter simplicity, by the
nakedness of his designs, he arrested and overawed attention. If ever mortal painted an idea,
that mortal was Roderick Usher. For me at
least—in the circumstances then surrounding
me—there arose out of the pure abstractions
which the hypochondriac contrived to throw
upon his canvas, an intensity of intolerable awe,
no shadow of which I felt ever yet in the contemplation of the certainly glowing yet too concrete
reveries of Fuseli. (Lauter 1466)
Although we know the narrator to be pretty unreliable, and
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subject to a bit of hypochondria himself, this passage suggests
an idea about the representational role of art that would have
caught the eye of someone like Baudelaire, or someone like
Gauguin. Poe could have easily manipulated Usher's penchant
for painting by making him a copyist, or an illustrator of cheap
Gothic novels. Instead, Poe lets Usher speak in a language of
abstraction; the originality of this situation convinces me that
we can take Poe seriously when he offers this visual practice as
a way of coping—successfully or not—with overwhelming
sensations.
Furthermore, we can see Poe's own language of abstraction at work in the story on two levels. On the one hand,
the spooky, eerie and dark tone of the story can be attributed to
the black supernatural forces which have possessed the House
of Usher, and Usher himself. On the other hand, the narrator's
account of his encounter with the horrible can be calmly
explained either by use of reason or by attributing the whole
incident to his over-active imagination. Undoubtedly, there are
other ways to read the story, other ways to interpret Poe's
intent, that make just as much sense. But these two levels are
relevant to our discussion because they indicate an interest in a
duality in symbolic language French symbolists would pick up
on.
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Poe's world is baffling even today. To pin Poe down,
and be able to say "this is what Poe would say" is, at times,
nearly impossible. The textual world he constructs reflects an
interest in the visual and the auditory experience of the audience as well. The French symbolists were ready for this kind
of change in the way artists describe experience; the dream, the
nightmare, becomes important in a way it had never been
before. At the same time, this interest in manipulating the
reader's position also emerges, as it is connected to the irony
Poe slyly injects into many of his works (especially the three
discussed in this essay). While we will see that the works of
Gauguin might not seem immediately connected to Poe's
earlier innovations, his paintings are definitely under the
influence of Poe's power as an artist, in general.
The idea for this paper in the first place came from my
reading a letter Gauguin wrote to his artist friend Emile Bernard. The allusion to Poe was striking—this was the last place
I had expected to run into him:

Thus if instead of a figure you put the shadow
only of a person, you have found an original
starting point, the strangeness of which you
have calculated. Such is the raven on the head
of Pallas, who is there rather than a parrot
through the choice of the artist, a calculated
choice. (Gauguin 60)

Obviously, "The Philosophy of Composition" has made its way
across the pond. What is important in this commentary is not
Gauguin's theory of shadow, but where that theory comes
from. Poe has, in a sense, become a liberating figure for artists
like Gauguin .21 Gauguin's emphasis on the "calculated choice"
of the artist is key to pinning down Poe's influence; the creative act could become, after Poe, an act in purely individual
expression, without the cumbersome limits and rules of a
particular school or theory.
Baudelaire translated the works of Poe, and took advantage of his ideas in a literary sense. Gauguin took advantage of
the works of both Baudelaire and Poe. The result is a visual
world in which the originality of Poe can still be felt and
observed. An appropriate example of this relationship is a
work from Gauguin's early period, where he painted at Point
Aven, in Brittany. The painting is called Vision After the
Sermon (or Jacob Wrestling the Angel, 1888). This work is
disturbing and engaging. The bright, broad and flat spaces of
color lend to an uneasy experience of the space of the picture
plane on the part of the viewer. We know we are seeing a
group of Breton women, a tree, a cow and two figures resembling Jacob and the Angel, but we are not what to make of the
scene presented to us. The title is helpful, and would lead us to
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assume that the painting can be read in more than one way.
Indeed, Vision After the Sermon can be read in a way
resembling our reading of "The Fall of the House of Usher."
Gauguin wrote that "[t]he scene witnessed by these women,
most of whom kneel down in prayer, represents an apparition
that occurred to them after hearing the Sunday sermon in their
village church" (Nicholls 20). Thus we can see that the oddity
we sense in the landscape of the painting can be explained in
two ways. On one hand, we know that there is a literal representation of women leaving their church, after having heard a
sermon about Jacob wrestling the Angel, on a day of festival
when cows and other animals were brought to the church to be
blessed. On the other hand, we see that some of the women
stand with closed eyes, and so the picture takes on the character
of a vision, a dream, an "apparition."
How does this reading work? Again, it works in a way
very similar to our understanding of Poe's works. We see that
our sensory experience is somehow altered by Gauguin's
rendering of the scene of the Breton women. First of all, we
sense a real compression of time in the brightness and flatness
of the colors and figures—so that we experience the painting as
a painting, and are conscious of the influence of Gauguin's
imagination (difficult as it may be to pin that imaginative
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power down). As with Poe, Gauguin was concerned with
experimenting with how painting could be seen as different
from, and similar to, other art forms: "Like literature, the art of
painting tells whatever it wishes, with the advantage that the
reader immediately knows the prelude, the setting, and the
ending. Literature and music require an effort of memory for
the appreciation of the whole" (Gauguin 62). The Vision After
the Sermon has just the kind of immediacy Gauguin values—
along with Poe.
Gauguin is one of the strongest and most intriguing
personalities in the history of nineteenth-century art in France.
His description of himself as "a bandit . . . a Jean Valjean(Les
Misérables) personifying also a disreputable Impressionist
painter, shackled always to this world," is even understated
(Gauguin 67). Poe was not so overt a craftsman, and may have
even disapproved of Gauguin's intense egotism.
But Gauguin could not have had such a free reign on
the art world without his exposure to Poe. Baudelaire, by
translating the works of Poe, created a French national hero
who changed the course of the history of literature. But the
ideas behind the creation of that literature are not confined to
the page. Indeed, Gauguin was far from alone in feeling the
impact of Poe's masterpieces: Edouard Manet illustrated "The
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Raven" (Holt 368), and Eugene Delacroix read his stories and
found in them a peculiar "monotony" (169). And as I said in
the opening section of this essay, this topic deserves far more
research than what I was able to pull together in a week or so.
The influence of ideas across the pond is fascinating because it
defies the clash of cultures we observe all the time. It also
serves to explain how one can build an individual creative
language out of already existing ideas. One might not survive
the experience, but the challenge is tempting nonetheless.
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A Space-Time Paradox: The Novel's
Deviation from Chronological Progression
b)' Melissa Pereau

The concept of time has been pondered by physicists
and philosophers alike for centuries. Existing in a four-dimensional mathematical space which physicists call space-time,
time eludes common perception within the chemical, biological, and psychological experience. The assumption of uniformity within the time dimension is based on the presupposition
that one event occurs after another in a given sequence. However, this supposition is based on the commonly held perception that time is linear and irreversible, a supposition that is not
always true (Rohrlich 79). This notion is relevant when observing one aspect of literary form in which there is a deviation
from a forward linear path, or, simply put, a deviation from a
story's chronological progression. Einstein's Theory of Relativity holds that time is relative to the observer, a concept that
is seen in literary form, as time is manipulated to fit a
character's or develop a reader's perception of relevant events.
This perception may cause the presentation of literary events to
be out of order as the character's thoughts create personal
connections between present and past events. The use of nonchronological progression in novels is an interesting aspect of
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literary form, a tool allowing the reader a glimpse into the past.
Three novels that show this deviation from common literary
chronological presentation are Red Earth and Pouring Rain,
and Clear Light of Day. These novels have been selected
because of their literary diversity, as Red Earth and Pouring
Rain expresses this phenomenon through the telling of multiple
characters' stories, and Clear Light of Day focuses on the
individual mind's construction of complex memory pathways
void of apparent linear structure.
When examining the relationship between Einsteinian
relativity and chronological progression as an example of
literary form, the importance of individual perception must be
stressed. Relativity with respect to linear time progression
holds that time differs from one point in space to another,
depending on the observer's point of view. This is true in
literary composition, where the author is expressing his or her
opinion through a character's thoughts and observations. As a
result, the type of narration in a novel, whether first or third
person, plays an important role in showing an individual
character's perception. The narration may be through a
character or through a separate entity altogether, with the
concept of relativity in time perception solely based on which
character is being focused on. For example, in a novel like
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Red Earth and Pouring Rain where the character is often the
narrator, perception of time and events is purely subjective. In
these cases, there is little distinction between the character and
the narrator. It is clear that Sanjay's perception of time is
different than that of de Biogne or any of the other characters,
for that matter. As the narrator, the character sees time to be
relevant in terms of specific events of personal importance.
This is different from novels in which the character and
the narrator are separate entities. Here, the narrator acts to
create an environment where the characters can individually
perceive time passage. In Clear Light of Day, this type of
narration is prevalent, which serves to aid the characters in
subjective observations of life and the passage of time. Bim's
perspective is different from Tara's, as Bim's past is comprised of memories that are relevant to her but may not be as
important to Tara. In this case, the narrator maintains the
story's framework while the characters take turns acting as the
center of consciousness. Thus, in these two novels, time is
relative to the individual character's perception; the narrator,
as either the voice of the character or a separate entity, functions to create a forum for the character to subjectively perceive the passage of time based upon events of personal
significance. The center of consciousness, which is the
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foundation for relativistic perception, is closely linked to the
role played by the narrator in these two novels. When a
character acts as the narrator, he or she is also acting as the
center of consciousness; when the narrator is a separate entity,
a character may become the center of consciousness with the
help of the narrator. As a result, Einsteinian relativity is
manifested in a novel's divergence from chronological progression when a character, acting as the center of consciousness, observes time subjectively.
In Red Earth and Pouring Rain, Sanjay, reincarnated as
a monkey, must tell a story to ward off Yama's hand of death.
As Sanjay begins his tale "straight-forwardly," Hanuman, his
protector, advises him to tell it in an altogether different
narrative frame:
Don't you know this yet? Straight-forwardness
is the curse of your age, Sanjay. Be twisty, be
elaborate. Forsake grim shortness and hustle.
Let us luxuriate in your curlicues. Besides, you
need a frame story for its peace, its quiet.
You're too involved in the tale, your audience
is harried by the world. No, a calm story-teller
must tell the story to an audience of educated,
discriminating listeners, in a setting of sylvan
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beauty and silence. Thus, the story is perfect in
itself, complete and whole. So it has always
been, so it must be. (Chandra 24)

This impetus creates the framework of a brilliantly told story,
woven with tales of conquerors, battles, miraculously conceived children, historical Aryan invasions, and modern-day
post-adolescent angst. The novel consists of many stories
focused on the effects of a nation's past on the individual, thus
creating a work of literature that is only limited by the covers
binding the book. Without them, the story would continue
infinitely, not hindered by time or geographical limitations.
Thus, time is simply the playing ground for the stories to
interact, smoothly moving from one point in space to another.
For each character, time has specific relevance. Although each
individual story follows a rudimentary chronological progression, the relationship between the characters in the many
stories is nonlinear.
An example of character-specific time perception is
seen in Benoit de Boigne's story, which is seemingly chronological, ending with his death. However, his character lives on
in both George Thomas's and Janvi's individual stories later in
the book, long past the mention of his death. Thus, although he

dies in the story specifically devoted to his life, he is mentioned
in other stories much later on in the book. This duality expresses the relativism of the novel, where de Boigne's perception of time ends on page forty-two as he breathes his last, and
yet he lives on within the pages of other characters' tales.
Chronologically, this follows no set pattern, as he dies relatively early in the novel. In Red Earth and Pouring Rain, the
characters' individual stories may have chronological progression, but the individual placement of the stories in the book is
anything but chronological. Another example is Abhay's story,
which is partitioned sporadically throughout the book, between
tales of an ancient Aryan invasion and British conquerors. His
story is very different from the other stories in the book, but its
existence is not surprising, considering the great variation
present in the novel.
Clearly, the space-time concept is held true in Red
Earth and Pouring Rain, where each character exists within a
certain period of time, and the passage of time is directly
related to the individual's perception. Sanjay sees time to be an
endless series of reincarnations, each strangely interrelated, and
all connected by his individual perception. Time is chronological to him, and when presented "straight-forwardly" moves
forward in a linear path. But when evaluating the novel as a
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whole, it is not presented chronologically. Like a giant patchwork quilt made of individual lives and individual perceptions
of time, Red Earth and Pouring Rain bombards the reader with
different times and memories. The end result is a brilliant
amalgamation, hindered only by the fact that the book must
eventually end.
Like Red Earth and Pouring Rain, Desai's Clear Light
of Day lacks continual chronological progression, where the
future is reached only through recollection of the past. However, where this deviation was based on the order of story
compilation in Red Earth and Pouring Rain, Clear Light of Day
lacks undeviating forward linear progression for another
reason. In this novel, present occurrences gain meaning
through recollection of the past, thereby causing the story to
yo-yo between past and present without the transition provided
by the chapter separation in Red Earth and Pouring Rain.
Separated by chapters and reminders of the purpose of the story
being told, Sanjay's story draws attention to its disruption of
chronological order rather than simply shifting between past
and present as is done in Clear Light of Day. Bim and Tara's
world is singular in that it is focused on a set location and its
characters all exist within the same frame of time, which is
unlike Red Earth and Pouring Rain.
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In Clear Light of Day, the past and present are closely
linked, as each occurrence leads to the remembrance of a past
event, which leads to another memory, and so fourth.
Memory's complex path is expressed very clearly in this novel,
a path that naturally differs in the minds of Bim and Tara. The
presentation of each sister's memories creates the novel's
framework, a framework comprised of past feelings of anguish,
fear, joy, regret, and nostalgia. This presentation deviates from
chronological progression, yet is an interesting literary tool
used to enhance the reader's understanding of a given character. Tara's sense of guilt when returning home would not be
understood without her memory of the bees. Although the
memory is presented outside of the forward linear passage of
time, it is essential in the understanding of Tara's guilt. The
use of flashbacks disrupts the chronological presentation of the
story, but in the end, these flashbacks define the character's
behavior in the present. Thus, this deviation acts as an important tool in the propagation of the story. Clear Light of Day
tells the story of two sisters separated by time and united by the
past. There is little deviation from the setting provided, only
deviation from chronological progression. Like Clear Light of
Day, Red Earth and Pouring Rain deviates from forward linear
story-telling. However, unlike Clear Light of Day, Chandra's
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complex tale involves the lives of many different characters, all
of which are linked throughout the novel's framework, but
which individually seem very distinct. Space and time are
concepts familiar to many people, and the combination of the
two to form a single entity of space-time simply helps to
explain how ordinary everyday events occur. Similarly, the
relationship between the literary work and the forward progression of time in a linear manner is present as one aspect of
literary form. This form of writing greatly differs from the
many stories which begin with "Once Upon a Time" and finish
with "The End." Novels incorporating manipulation of chronological events cause the reader to fully embrace the characters, both in the past and in the present. Although the relationship between relativistic physics and literary form seems
contrived, such a relationship exists in the author's ability to
resist the urge to follow chronological progression. If written
well, this deviation as one aspect of literary form produces a
novel which smoothly transitions from one moment in time to
another. This time shift serves to enrich the novel's composition by weaving the past and the present into a single literary
work, thereby enhancing both the characters and the space-time
in which they exist.
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"The Trunk of the Olive Tree": The 'Testing of the
Bed' As a Symbol of Fidelity and Like-mindedness
in Homer's The Odyssey
by Erin Whittemore

"The Trunk of the Olive Tree": The 'Testing of the Bed' as a
Symbol of Fidelity and Like-mindedness in Homer's The
Odyssey
The old nurse went upstairs exulting.
to tell the mistress of her lord's return,
and cried out by the lady's pillow:
"Wake, wake up, dear child! Penelope, come down,
see with your own eyes what all these years you longed for!
Odysseus is here! Oh, in the end, he came!
And he has killed your suitors, killed them all
Penelope said:
"I am stunned, I cannot speak to him. I cannot question him.
I cannot keep my eyes upon his face.
If really he is Odysseus, truly home,
beyond all doubt we two shall know each other
better than you or anyone. There are
secret signs we know, we two."
Homer's The Odyssey, Book 23 (lines 1-10, 119-125)
A 20-year separation would be enough to force even the
most loving, well-matched couple into experiencing feelings of
doubt and struggle- even the hero and heroine of Homer's epic,
The Odyssey. Odysseus, though he longs solely for home and
wife, is plagued with uncertainty after hearing the stories of the
adulteresses, Klytaimnestra and Helen, and the warnings of
Agamemnon regarding unfaithful wives. For Penelope, the
dilemma is even greater, lacking the knowledge of whether her

husband is even still alive and needing to marry to rid her home
of the destructive suitors. For these reasons, Odysseus' homecoming and discussion with Penelope of their marriage bed
found in Book 23 is a pivotal point of recognition and reconciliation for the lovers. The bed of Penelope and Odysseus
serves as a symbol of their similarities, the like-mindedness
which makes them a love match, and the fidelity and devotion
that has successfully withstood an extensive separation.
By the beginning of Book 23, Odysseus has destroyed
the suitors and reveals himself to Penelope as the husband she
has desired to be reunited with for so long. The goddess
Athena transforms Odysseus' beggar state into a new being,
even more beautiful than before: "taller, and massive, too, with
crisping hair in curls" and "lavished beauty over [his] head and
shoulders." To Telemakhos, his mother's cold response to
Odysseus' showing appears cruel and unfeeling, but Penelope,
still detached and possibly unbelieving of the moment, decides
to "keep her distance and question him" until their "secret
signs" are revealed. She orders Eurykleia to make up a sleeping place for her husband and to place the large bed outside of
the bedchamber that the two lovers formerly shared. This test
"tried him to the breaking point" since the bed, fashioned by
Odysseus from an old olive tree trunk in the center of their
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room, was their "pact and pledge, [their] secret sign [was] built
into that bed- [Odysseus'] handiwork and no one else's!" His
knowledge of their private bed produces a realization and
acceptance of reality for Penelope. Her knees "grew tremulous
and weak" and "her heart failed her" with this exciting identification. They finally experience a physical and emotional
reunion, and Odysseus, weeping, holds "his dear wife, clear
and faithful, in his arms" at last.
The wedding and marriage bed of Penelope and
Odysseus becomes the center of the unfolding drama of recognition once he enters his home in his real physical state and is
seen by his wife. Just as the discovery of the scar on Odysseus'
upper thigh is Eurykleia's indication of her master's identity,
the bed is Penelope's identification of her sweetheart. The
circumstance of the bed is a private knowledge that only they
two share (and one trusted servant). After 20 years of disunion,
their bed is still unique, made from a huge oak tree, and remains immovable. Crafted by Odysseus with great skill, the
heavy monument could be moved only by someone very strong
or by a god, and the idea of someone moving it suggests to
Odysseus that his work has been altered or that he has been
replaced by Penelope. But the bed is secure, fixed in place for
all time, exemplifying Penelope's constant fidelity while
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Odysseus has been away.
Although informed by his deceased mother at the
gathering of shades that Penelope continues to spend her days
in weeping over her husband and has chosen no man to take his
place, Odysseus is still subjected to doubting her faithfulness.
Penelope's suggestion that the bed has been moved angers
Odysseus because it indicates that Penelope does not trust his
identity and that she may have moved on to another man in his
absence. Any man who has moved the bed, however strong
and remarkable, has not only relocated a stable marriage but is
subsequently undoing what Odysseus himself had done. On
the contrary, Penelope has kept her bed and her body private
while her husband was gone, and the importance placed upon
Penelope's sexual fidelity addresses the central concern for
Odysseus' odyssey: to return to wife and home.
Following her test of his identity, Penelope urges Odysseus,
"Do not rage at me ... No one ever matched your caution!" This
statement is not entirely true, however, since there is at least
one woman who has equaled him in heedfulness and testing:
Penelope. "Careful Penelope," called an "incomparably cunning mother" by one of the deceived suitors, shows her wisdom
in testing, and her likeness to her husband throughout the epic.
The tricking of the suitors with the shroud she is continuously
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weaving and unweaving, the "unknowing" choice of the test of
the bow to select her new husband, and her clever ploy when
pretending the bed had been moved, proves Penelope to be on a
par with her quick-witted husband, "skilled in all ways of
contending." Understanding his wife's contentious ways as he
knows his very own, Odysseus encourages Penelope to test him
"at her leisure," since this "noble and enduring" hero had been
proving his wife's fidelity and deceiving her with his disguise
all along. This like-mindedness shows the two switching rolesOdysseus from the tester to the tested- until they finally reunite
on their nuptial bed. In fact, this similarity among spouses is
something Odysseus truly values and he desired this harmony
for Nausikaa, saying, "the best thing in the world [is] a strong
house held in serenity where man and wife agree." Penelope's
"test of the bed" is crucial since it leads to the moment when
she can "see [him] and know [him] best," even if testing is the
upsetting means to a happy end.
Penelope's test of the bed not only proves her fidelity to
Odysseus but also proves Odysseus' identity to her. They are
reunited and begin their second courtship, having been "denied
life together in [their] prime and flowering years." Odysseus is
able to reclaim his role and true identity as husband and father
as both he and Penelope end their contention and testing of one
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another. The passage of the bed in Book 23 serves as a kind of
epithalamion, in which the marriage bed and the loyal couple
are praised and rewarded for their goodness and chastity. This
level of spousal devotion is refreshing, especially in the 20th
century when relationships fail so often without even having to
face hardships like those of our epic heroes, Odysseus and
Penelope. The Odyssey is, above all, the tale of a homecoming
and of the reunification of a couple who love and know one
another so remarkably that they are not only lovers, but best
friends as well. Similar to the ever-living trunk of the olive
tree that constitutes their bed, the union of Odysseus and
Penelope did not wither with their separation but rather was
sustained, and upon their reuniting can renew itself and grow
once again.
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"Untitled 3"
by Sara Tillman

Seductress to Virtue:
The Lady as the Hero in Milton's A Mask
Presented at Ludlow Castle
by Erin Whittemore

John Milton acknowledges early in his notable masque,
unfortunately later labeled Comus for its male antagonist, that
those of the sublunary world are "Unmindful of the crown that
Virtue gives." It is generally believed that the presentation of
this allegorical masque, written by Milton at age 26, was to
delight and instruct his audience on the importance of virtue,
chastity, and temperance. Milton did more than create a paragon of morality when his pen gave birth to "The Lady."
Milton's Lady becomes the first character in Milton's repertoire
of protagonists to overcome evil and preserve the sanctity of
goodness, while going beyond to serve as a feminine role
model of inner strength and conviction. The Lady is revealed
to the reader through various devices during the masque- from
Comus' view of her, to her brothers' discussion of their lost
sister, and also through Sabrina and the Attendant Spirit.
However, the most important means of obtaining knowledge of
the Lady is through her self, her own words and tough arguments. She not only symbolizes "Temperance, Continence,
Chastity, and Virginity" (Wall 124), but becomes a self-realized
woman by being tempted in the world, and by emerging as one
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capable even of seducing her enemy to the side of the good.
Even before the reader meets the Lady, Comus, the
wicked son of Bacchus and Circe, introduces her saying, "I feel
the different pace of some chaste footing near this ground." He
is correct in claiming that "Some Virgin sure" is wandering in
the dark, "drear wood." Comus decides that by using his
magic powers, he will fool the senses of this innocent virgin
into thinking he is a humble countryman and subsequently
seduce her. The Lady's rational character is revealed in her
opening speech when, separated from her brothers, she hears
Comus' "ill manag'd merriment" and the sounds of his "wanton dances." Though alone in the night of an unknown land,
she is not frightened, but rather suppresses her roaming imagination with thoughts of virtue saying, "These thoughts may
startle well, but not astound the virtuous mind, that ever walks
attended by a strong siding champion Conscience." The Lady
expresses confidence that a moral and religious covering will
protect her from any enemies she may encounter while alone
without her brothers. She invokes the assistance of a sort of
biblical armor of God, consisting of "pure-ey'd Faith, whitehanded Hope, Thou hovering angel with golden wings, and
thou unblemish'd form of Chastity"(cf. Ephesians 6).
Her brothers, however, possess differing opinions on

the safety of their sister. The second brother calls her a "hapless virgin" who needs guardians to "save her blossoms and
defend her fruit from the rash hand of bold Incontinence." But
the elder brother, assuring his sibling that the Lady is not in
danger, says, "Virtue could see to do what virtue would" and
that nothing could "stir the constant mood of her calm
thoughts." While the second brother doubts his sister's ability
to oppose physical attacks and perhaps also sexual advances,
he also acknowledges the significant difference between the
"Savage hunger" of a beast in the woods and the "Savage heat"
of a rapist's lust that she may be unable to withstand.
The elder brother also credits his sister with "a hidden
strength," which is not merely "the strength of Heav'n," but
rather the chastity which that the Lady "clad in complete steel."
The worth and chastity that the brother ascribes to the Lady is
"a strength and protection referable (like all good gifts) to
Heaven, but still the mind's own"(Dyson 52). Unlike the
expressed need for divine assistance that both the Lady and her
brothers have declared, her inner chastity implies a humanistic
aspect of the Lady, with her playing a significant role in the
acquisition of her own virtues. Thus, the brothers become
more convinced that no one "will dare to soil her Virgin purity," but if need be, "a thousand livened Angels" will attend to
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their sister.
Though often described by her second brother as
helpless and defenseless, the Lady proves her strength upon
encountering Comus and his corrupt plan to overcome her.
Comus is first attracted to the Lady not because she is beautiful, but because of her chastity, not because she is vulnerable,
but because she seems so sober and self-certain. He follows
her due to the indication of holiness in her singing, the antithesis of his songs and the songs of his licentious mother, Circe
(Wall 56). Initially unaware of his falsehoods, the Lady yet
refuses to drink the bewitched "cordial julep" in his palace,
likely despite great thirst. After being imprisoned in her seat,
the lady demonstrates her strength and says, "Thou canst not
touch the freedom of my mind with all thy charms, although
this corporeal rind thou hast immancl'd." Her mind is free and
for the Lady, that is a freedom greater than that of her body.
The scenes that ensue are composed of dueling arguments
designed by Comus and the Lady to convince one another to
withdraw from their viewpoints. It is here that the Lady, like
Comus, becomes a seducer, but for the side of virtue rather
than evil.
The first temptation of Comus is a direct appeal to the
Lady's sensual appetites. He invites her, as A.E Dyson puts it,

to escape from the "toils, perplexities, and hardships of endless
moral welfare into the warm, refreshing easefulness of
s u rrender" (Dyson 126). He entices her with pleasures "that
fancy can beget on youthful thoughts" and calls her actions of
abstinence unnatural, "cruel to yourself and those dainty limbs
which nature lent for gentle usage." Comus' everybody does it
argument evokes a sharp reply to the tempter from the tempted.
The Lady views the half-animal transformed companions and
calls Comus a traitor, charging him with betraying her "credulous innocence with vizor'd falsehood and base forgery." She
has successfully condemned his advances, and she exclaims
that "none but such as are good men can give good things,"
signifying that, to her, his amorality has already nullified all of
his future proposals.
The Aristotelian manner with which the Lady presents
her next argument to Comus shows her adeptness at philosophy
and her rational intelligence under pressure. When Comus
argues, using Nature as his example, that the Lady's only
choices are between "pouring her bounties forth" and being a
"niggard of [her] wealth," he states that she must select, in T.
Martin Evans' words, either "unrestrained self-indulgence or
total self-denial" (Evans 43). The Lady's reply institutes a
third alternative: moderation or temperance. This response
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consists of possessing "a moderate and beseeming share" of
what Nature has to offer and the Lady proposes that humanity
should share Nature's blessings in "unsuperfluous even
proportion" (Evans 43). This argument is derived from the
Aristotelian concept of virtue as a mean between two opposing
extremes of defect and excess, and shows the Lady to be
clearly in the right.
Comus again attempts to beguile the Lady with talk of
her excessive modesty. He tells her: "List Lady, be not coy,
and be not cozen'd with that same vaunted name Virginity;
Beauty is nature's coin, must not be hoarded." In her rebuttal,
the Lady claims that Comus cannot "charm [her] judgment, as
[her] eyes." She knows she must speak out against his false
reasoning designed to deceive her, but she hates "when vice
can bolt her arguments, and virtue has not tongue to check her
pride." Though seemingly at a loss for words, the innocent
young lady finds her voice and criticizes sharply "him who
dares arm his profane tongue with contemptuous words against
the Sunclad power of Chastity." For one in such an apparently
helpless position, the Lady certainly illustrates amazing power
of protest and reason in her arguments with Comus. Comus
has met his match, and the Lady, her wits sharpened by physical restraint, is one step ahead of Comus in her appraisal of the

situation. The Lady wins these arguments of words while
Comus is reduced to falling back on physical action (Wall 48).
Comus then resigns himself to being unable to persuade
the Lady with his flowery and deceptive words and says, "She
fables not, I feel that I do fear her words set off by some superior power." He pushes aside the "mere moral babble" and
retreats to physical force. He demands that she "Be wise, and
taste," but the Lady has already proven her reasonable wisdom
greater than that of Comus. Her brothers enter in an attempt to
deliver their sister, but do not follow the rules of rescue ascribed by the Attendant Spirit. In doing so, the men thwart the
plan of salvation and the Lady's deus ex machina, the goddess
Sabrina, must be called upon to ransom her.
Another strong female figure in the masque, Sabrina is
related to the Lady in the areas of Chastity and Virginity: "The
Lady," according to Angus Fletcher, "can continuously refine
and refind her chastity. But she can be guaranteed the continued possession of her virginity only because Sabrina intercedes
for her"(Fletcher 222). A strong, powerful woman is saved by
a similar individual and both are made immortal: Sabrina is the
Goddess of the River, able to maintain her "maid'n gentleness," and the Lady is apotheosized in this masque. Sabrina
and the Lady become part of a feminist baptismal rite, in which
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Sabrina "sprinkles on thy breast drops from my fountain pure"
to undo the adhesion of the Lady's "gums of glutinous heat."
Though her body may fight and falter, the will of the Lady's
soul is preserved and her mind remains untainted.
Like the Lady, the 26 year-old virgin bachelor John
Milton had endured sexual pressures throughout his lifetime,
thus making the Lady somewhat of an embodiment of himself.
Milton also underwent numerous character attacks and defended himself in his Second Defense of the English People
saying, "I never once deviated from the paths of integrity and
virtue, and perpetually reflected that, though my conduct might
escape the notice of men, it could not elude the inspection of
God." This reply to the charges placed upon Milton could
easily be a representation of the Lady's feelings after being
confronted with Comus' temptation. Though Milton and the
Lady were both tempted in the world, their virtue remained
intact, thus demonstrating a chastity stronger than a monastic
purity that is never challenged. The Lady serves both as an
interpretation of Milton's sexual vulnerability, and as an affirmation that sexuality is blessed when it is performed in the
correct circumstances of marriage and fidelity (Fletcher 222).
Cupid and Psyche are rewarded with the "two blissful twins,"
Youth and Joy; clearly then does Milton not argue through the

Lady for an existence of total abstinence, but rather for moderation, self-control, and chastity as loyalty within the context
of marriage.
Through her inner strength, powerful words, and overall temperament of virtue, the Lady of Milton's masque becomes a presentation of a feminist hero able to withstand the
enemy without the help of her brothers. Praising and defending the "sage and serious doctrine of virginity," the Lady is
transformed and is overcome by her rhetorical superiority over
Comus (Fletcher 214). She even begins to condescend to him:
"Thou art not fit to hear thyself convinc'd." Over the course of
her interactions with Comus, the Lady recognizes herself in the
act of identifying this lying manipulator. "The lady," says
Fletcher, "discovers here the separate nature of her self separate from her surroundings and from all prior confused images
of her self, her destiny, her place in the world" (Fletcher 215).
She has learned, like Milton, that to be a "virgin" means to be
chaste for herself- not in another's eyes, but in her own.
Milton's view of virtuous living is presented in a passage from
his Areopagitica that also illustrates the actions of his hero, the
Lady. He says, "I cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue,
unexercised and unbreathed, that never sallies out and sees her
adversary, but slinks out of the race where that immortal
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garland is to be run for, not without dust and heat." Milton
holds that "that which purifies us is trial, and trial is by what is
contrary," and the principal act of self-discovery through
discourse with Comus leads to a transformation and gives the
Lady the ability to make her choice of chastity as a free and
intelligent being. The wisdom of the Lady's arguments presents a side of her that is so resolute and powerful that she
becomes the first of Milton's virtuous heroes. Even the corrupt
Comus feels dipped in a "cold shudd'ring dew" upon hearing
her words, suggesting that she could, rather, seduce him to the
side of a virtuous life.
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Phyllis
by Ryan Fong

Robin Leach taught me the meaning of success: money,
fame, power, and most importantly, a huge house. I used to
believe him. It took a ninety-something old women named
Phyllis to show me a different way of seeing the world.
In the summer when I was fifteen my uncle and I
stumbled into Phyllis' world. In a rented blue, plastic kayak,
we paddled toward the shore, longing for a break from a
morning of intense exploration. Water dripped from the edge
of the oar, doen the handle and along the length of my forearm,
only to drip off my elbow back into the dark waters below. As
the process repeated itself again and again, my muscles
strained with each pull of the oar through the water. Closer and
closer to the jetty, we crept—the anticipation of rest spurring us
on.
Our kayak made a splash, carried by the waves onto the
sandy shore. The pointed tip dug into the slushy sand—the
kind of sand that can't decide whether it's ocean or land. Both
my uncle and I got out of the kayak and pulled it up on top of a
dune to keep the ocean from claiming our only mode of transportation. The damp sand sank beneath our feet, laying images
that looked like Nike-wearing dinosaurs. They quickly disap-
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peared as the water swept over them, erasing all evidence of
our momentary sojourn. The cold water clipped at our heels as
we trudged up the hill, we sat on a log, relieved and satisfied,
looking at the water that reflected the torment and tranquillity
in the overcast sky.
Little did we know, Phyllis saw us as she sat perched at
her window. She emerged out of her cottage, her home of birth
and mostly likely her home of death, and descend like a mother
hen scurrying to care for her wayward chicks. Tiny and white
with pink trim, her home was situated on top of the steep hill
that rose abruptly from the dunes. A robe of maple and cedar
trees growing out of a bed of ivy surrounded it, which sat on a
tapestry woven with a pink rainbow of wildflowers.
Her spindly legs moved slowly but deliberately as she
maneuvered down a stone steps that faded to a crumbling end
at the beach. Like a forgotten Roman highway, it sat limply
supported only by the grass and roots underneath. Her hair was
a nest of white cotton, nonchalantly put up in a bun for convenience rather than beauty. Her tattered shirt and baggy khaki
pants hung comfortably on her skinny body. She wore purple
and yellow striped socks and running shoes that had lost their
tread long ago. As we introduced ourselves, a smile crammed
more wrinkles into her sun-soaked skin.
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She asked us if we wanted see her secrets, and we did
not refuse. Following her to the beach, we watched confused
as she stuck her hands deep into the sand overturning the shore
like a human pillow. Suddenly she stopped, with a smile
flashing across her face and a twinkle in her eyes, and pulled a
shell out of the muck. Excitedly she ran to the water and we
watched in anticipation as she began to wash the beach off the
beautiful treasure buried deep within the sand. Finally she
opened her palms slowly, revealing her treasure—a moon snail.
The beautiful, white shell was like a piece of the moon
that has fallen and had been worn smooth by the gentle hands
of the ocean. She handed it to me, and I traced the grooves and
delicate curves with my fingertips as I held the whirlpool of
snow cupped in my palm. Suddenly, out of the opening the
snail emerged, questioning the disturbance to its quiet world.
The leathery fingerlike body groped and searched my hand,
coating it with a thin, sticky film.
As I prodded the strange creature like a child, with
excitement and curiosity, a rubbery shell slipped off the body to
reveal an egg sack, made by the snail kneading and kneading
the sand until it is cemented together by mucus and eggs.
When the sack is complete, the snail sheds it like loose skin
where it lies until the eggs are ready to hatch. I buried the snail
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and the egg sack back in the sand, leaving it to rest from my
curiosity.
Then suddenly, in an awkward gesture, Phyllis bent
over and rolled up her pants and rushed into the water. Diving
in, she swam out and dove beneath the surface about twenty
five feet away from the shore. Her feet emerged, the old shoes
and purple and yellow socks kicking blissfully in the air. She
came up and yelled at us to come and join her. Much to her
dismay, we gracefully declined and left the cold water to her.
She failed with joyful abandon and sang miscellaneous tunes,
as she moved her body in small circles in the murky water.
But sadly the hours had passed by quickly, and we had
to say good bye to Phyllis. We pulled the kayak back to the
water and got inside, taking up the paddles and moving away
from the beach. Phyllis swam beside us for another twenty
feet, until she happily swam back to her home.
As she swam back, I realized how lucky she was. She
lived her life on this beach in peace, knowing every moon
snail, seeing the ocean reveal new secrets every day, and
sharing those secrets with the travelers who stumbled into her
home by fate. We realized we were leaving behind something
beautiful, and we paddled back to our complicated lives with
the water dripping down our forearms once again.
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Queen of England Until Death
by Bianca Juarez

Do you know who I am? I am a true blooded royal; a
daughter of not one, but two reigning monarchs, the Princess of
Aragon, and mother of the heir to the throne of England. I
have been the best wife, lover, friend, and Queen for King
Henry for over ten years. I have seen him through bliss, peace,
war, and scandal. I love him with every bone in my body, every
thought of my mind, and every beat of my heart. You have the
stupidity to ask me why I am crying? The man I loved tossed
me aside like a used rag, like a piece of furniture he intends to
keep around for looks, yet never use. Well, I'll have you know
that I am not going down without a fight. I know why you are
here, Campeggio. I'm not crazy or mad. I know he sent you
here, didn't he? I can see him now, so concerned for my
welfare. You want to know how I feel, what is running through
my mind? First we must acknowledge who I am. I am
Catherine of Aragon. . . And the Queen of England until the
day I die.
The interrogation must begin. You want the truth, and I
will give you the truth. I am the daughter of the Queen of
Castile and the King of Aragon. My mother was above reproach, near perfect, and was recognized as such by all. I can

recall Elizabeth of York referring to the 'eminent dignity and
virtue by which your majesty so shines and excels that your
most celebrated name is noised abroad and diffused everywhere else'. Not only was I impressed by the strong image of
my mother, but Europe as well. I was raised under her teachings for fifteen years. My sisters and I ere taught to weave,
spin and bake. I, in turn, saw embroidering my husband's
shirts as my duty and my right, on top of being concerned with
the material side of my husband's comforts. My father,
Ferninand of Aragon, was my icon for intelligence. With this
strong sense of family taught in my upbringing, I greatly
admired my father. His deviousness I was trained to see
merely as suitable regard for his national interest. He had
arranged the marriage to Arthur, which formed alliances between our countries.
Upon my arrival in England, I was warmly accepted by
the King, the Prince, and the people of the land. Their warm
embrace compensated for leaving Spain in its time of need.
My whole life, my mother had prepared me for marriage. I
remember the first night I was here, the King so anxiously
wanted to meet me. I awoke at the voices of my lady-inwaiting and a man outside my bedchamber. The man's voice
hailed through the hallway, saying, "His Majesty, King Henry
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the Seventh, and his Royal Highness Prince Arthur, to see Her
Serene Highness, Princess Catherine of Aragon." My poor
Spanish ladies tried their hardest to explain that I was sleeping.
But the men insisted on visiting me in my bedchamber. I
pulled back the curtains and shyly stepped forward. I was only
sixteen years old, with long golden hair and a childish round
face. Dona Elvira tried desperately to primp me as much as
she could. A satisfied look shown across the King's face, and
he welcomed me to England. I can recall my response, which
embarrassed him, 'Gracias Mejestad, estoy nuy complacio a de
encontrarme ya en Inglatera'. I thought he knew some Spanish. . . I'm from Spain. We ended our brief conversation and
ended the evening.
I was not present on May 19, 1499, the first wedding
ceremonies that were to bind Arthur Prince of Wales and
myself. The ceremony took place at nine o'clock in the morning, after Mass, at Bewdly Palace in Worcestershire. I heard
that Arthur spoke in a loud voice declaring that he was pleased
to contract an indissoluble marriage to me, Catherine, Princess
of Wales. He was acting not only out of obedience to his father
and the Pope, but also from his deep, sincere love for me.
There was an outside show of tender, even sentimental, rejoicing, and finally we were allowed to play our part of being
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married. Arthur began to write me letters in Latin, our mutual
language. There was something touching about his letters. He
would write to me often. I still remember my favorite letter:
"To Katherine, Princess of Wales, Dutchess of Cornwall, me
plurimi dilecte. Truly those letters, traced by your own hand
have so delighted me and rendered me so cheerful and jocund,
that I fancied I beheld your highness and conversed with and
embraced my dearest wife." Our final ceremony was on November 14, 1501, in St. Paul's Cathedral
On April 2, 1501, Arthur died. The one stable and sure
thing in my life at the time, just died. I didn't know hoe to
react; we did not share anything more than a friendship and a
legal bond, yet I felt alone. On that day, I became Princess
Dowager of Wales. Living on Greenwich .was a horrible thing.
We had no clothes, food or money. I had to sell my plate to
maintain my household. Doctor De Puebla told me to speak to
the king. What could I say to him? Could I ask him for
money? Could I beg him to marry his other son, Henry, because if I didn't, I would have no place in this world? I had no
idea of what was to become of me until the day King Henry
VII died. We were in the gallery at Greenwich when the new
King Henry VIII entered. I was terrified by the thought that he
would ask me to renounce our betrothal. But instead, he
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insisted that a marriage was his father's last wish, and that he
and I should be married at once. I can still feel the joy that
went through my entire body when I heard those words. My
dreams were finally becoming a reality. . . Or so I thought.
My life seemed as though misery lurked around every
corner. But if I had to choose between two extremes, I would
chose extreme sadness rather than extreme happiness. I have
always said that in the midst of greatest unhappiness, there is
always some consolation. Whereas in the midst of great
prosperity you easily forgot things of the spirit. Do you remember when my mother died, Campeggio? Great sadness
overcame me in October of 1504. Father was no longer King.
Juana became the ruler of Castile, and father was left to be
governor of Castile. Oh, but he didn't seem to mind. Within a
year after my mother's death and the Treaty of Blois with
France, he married Germaine de Foix. She was only a year
older than me! Everything father did was political.
On top of the turmoil I was enduring, I was forced to
stay in Durham house with Dona Elvira. On good days, we
could leave, which relieved stress. But coming home would
only increase the feeling of isolation. I didn't know any English, even after being in England for five years. How was I to
learn? I was guarded by Dona Elvira, ignored or harassed by
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King Henry, and rarely interacted with people. The cause of
this isolation was because of King Henry the VII, but on
twenty-first of April he died, the spell was broken.
Six weeks after the death of King Henry, I married my
King, Henry VIII, just outside the walls of Greenwich Palace.
To me, he was a true Prince. I would have given anything he
wanted or needed. He needed a heir, and he wanted a son. I
was pregnant for seven months, and lost my first child at God's
will. I wrote to my father in May about the miscarriage. His
empathy and his concern came through his letters. Little did I
know that his wife and I were expecting at the same time.
Finally, the joy of my life came into the world on January 1,
1511. He was christened no more than a month later. My son,
my angel, died a short time after his christening and left my life
as quickly as he entered. Those days after his death were a
little taste of hell. I can close my eyes and see my King Henry,
kneeling in a vulnerable position beside me. He held me in his
arms and repeated the words: "Do not cry my love. . . Do not
cry." All I could do was apologize for not having given him a
son. He assured me that we were young, and we would have
many more sons. I believed him. I lifted my tear-stained face
and de saw the love and gratitude in my eyes. He held me
close and we cried in each other's arms while I looked at my
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Henry JIX's christening robe. I folded and placed my angel's
robe in his chest knowing that it would be the last thing ever
placed inside.
Princess Mary was born on February 18, 1516. She
was healthy and strong; seeing her gave me strength. So many
had been disappointment by the announcement of her birth, for
all had expected a boy. Henry assured everyone that we were
young, and England's right heir would be on his way.
I know you are not here to record the story of my life so
I get to the point. I knew things between Henry and I had been
different, but I had not known to what extent. I don't know
how he can do this! Why is he doing this, Campeggio?
Haven't I been all he has needed? When I asked him to explain
himself, he said someone had shown him something in the
Book of Leviticus. He picked up the Bible from off of my
drawer, and quickly found his place; he knew exactly where to
look. His face was eager like a child's he read chapter twenty,
verse twenty-one. He turned the pages in search for the passage and acted as if he was reading it for the first time. He told
me that if a man takes his brother's wife, it is an unclean thing,
and they should be childless. Our marriage was deemed
unlawful in the sight of God, and we were living in sin according to Henry. Henry explained that was why we had not be
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granted a son. Campeggio, you must believe me. The King
and I have never quarreled, we have always loved each other
dearly. Wicked men have put doubts into his mind. Once
those are resolved- and don't tell me again that they cannot be
resolved because I know they can. They will be resolved not
by sending me off to some nunnery like they did to the wife of
King Louis of France, so that Henry can marry again, but by
accepting me as his wife. Let me remind you that my daughter
is the only legitimate heir to the throne. While my husband
lives, I am his wife, his own, true wife. If it were no so, I
would have been his whore, and my daughter a bastard, and
that I will never say. My marriage to his brother was never
consummated. I came a virgin to King Henry VIII, as he to
me, and therefore I am his lawful wife. If I were torn limbfrom-limb for saying so, I would rise from the dead to say it
again.
So Campeggio, you now know the truth. You have
pried open my heart and mind. If you are here to inform me
the whore Anne Boleyn is pregnant, I already know. What
more can you want? Why have you graced me with your
presence? I must have something you want. Ave Maria! No.
You wouldn't. . .You couldn't take the christening robe. The
robe is mine! You have taken all that I own; please don; t take
me son's robe. It is all I have. If you want it, you must throw
me aside. Campeggio, NO! I beg you do not walk out with it!
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Campeggio! Do you know who I am? I am Catherine of
Aragon, Queen of England until the day I die!

Douglas Hofstader's Thought
by Kristine Welter

In "Prelude... Ant Fugue" and "A Conversation With
Einstein's Brain", Douglas Hofstadter informs the reader of the
difference between holistic and reductionist views. He does so
by using an ant colony (in "Prelude. . .Ant Fugue"), a playing
record, and a book (in "Einstein's Brain") as metaphors and
examples. Poetry can also be interpreted either holistically or
reductionally. As each word comes together to make up a line,
a stanza, and an entire poem, a greater meaning can also be
found in the poem as a whole. Often times, it is not the words
alone, or even the combinations of words in a poem that determine its meaning. Instead, it is something that the reader takes
from the entire poem; it is emotional. This understanding, the
meaning of the poem as a whole, is much more important and
significant than that of each separate piece of the poem.
In "Prelude. . .Ant Fugue". Douglas Hofstadter gives a
brief literal explanation of holism and reduction in the voices

of the Crab and Anteater. "Holism," says the Crab, ". . .Is the
belief that 'a whole can be understood completely if you
understand its parts, and the nature of their sum" (162).
Hofstadter continues his explanation through analogy using
ants and a fugue. In a slightly different way, Hofstadter makes
another attempt to explain holism and reductionism in "A
Conversation with Einstein's Brain". In this piece, he holistically and reductionally writes of a playing record. The Tortoise claims that music should 'known' all at once and this is
possible by just looking at the record. The grooves in the
record indicate what the song will sound like and thus, all
music can be 'known' at once. Achilles, on the other hand,
feels that music can only be heard and 'known' bit by bit.
These two views represent holistic and reductionist thought,
respectively. It is through these analogies and metaphors that
Hofstadter tries to explain the different ways of thinking.
The difference between a holistic and reductionist
interpretation of poetry can be explained using the poem
below:
A Red So Dark
Blood, a
red so dark she can see her timid reflection
in the rivulet flowing from her injured limbs,
severed veins.
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It runs continuously over his crying
eyes and into his whimpering month. He chokes.
She tries to stop it,
tying her heart to the source a tight tourniquet.
Its power remains insurmountable.
She can not draw her eyes from him, so scared
and afraid of losing her, her first
and second born, and more that is being conceived inside her.
And she is afraid of losing him, the security,
his occasional gestures, smiles.
Knowing his pain now, she
is tempted to
grab for the sirupiness of his taste
her sensitive tongue had become
accustomed to over the years,
rejecting the taste of any other.
She is so hungry
for him
she thinks
for a man
she knows
for anything besides the taste of
Blood.

In the reading a poem, a reductionist interpretation
would be much different than a holistic one. Reductionally.
The poem would be known for the letters that make up its
words, the words that make up lines, and the lines that make up
its stanzas. To a human, each letter has its different sound and
each word a different meaning. Though many words have

more than one meaning, it is difficult to draw many interpretations from a single word. In the poem above, the word 'blood'
is used. 'Blood', as defined by Webster is "the fluid that
circulates in the heart ... Of a vertebrate animal carrying nourishment and oxygen to and bringing away any waste products
from all parts of the body". However, to many it indicates
death or injury. These are two meanings, though when placed
in the context of the poem, the meaning could be, and in this
situation is, totally different. Also, many poets intentionally
place words together to create a greater effect. For example,
"crying eyes and whimpering mouth" creates a picture for the
reader, displaying the pain and anguish of the male figure. It
this way, the poet gives hints to the deeper meaning involved.
In addition, many poems, including the example, use metaphor
to linguistically and more vividly paint a picture of what is
trying to be portrayed. The metaphor in this poem is the flowing blood from the 'served veins'. On a higher level than the
individual word or combination of words, the understanding of
this metaphor can contribute to reductionist thought, as it is
only a piece of the poem. Grammatical structure is another
important technique used by the writer. Many times, commas
and line breaks will be strategically placed to cause a pause, or
for emphasis, contributing to the greater meaning of the poem.
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Each of these pieces of the poem can be read and analyzed in
helping to understand the meaning of the entire poem. However, by only understanding the pieces, the full and true effect
of the poem, as intended by the author, will not be attained. A
holistic approach is necessary for this.
The amazing thing about poetry is the emotional effect
it often has on the reader. This is only attainable though a
holistic reading of the poem. Understanding and interpreting
the meaning of the poem as a whole, allows the reader to feel
this emotional connection. In this way, the reader is involved
and can feel a part of the experience written about. When a
holistic approach is taken, it is not only a word that creates this
feeling of familiarity, but the entire poem. The culmination of
all the words, all the lines, and all the stanzas presents an
entirely different meaning that could ever be known from the
reader's own experiences. A good poem can have a number of
different interpretations. Of course the writer knows what the
poem is really about, but the poem is subject to different
interpretations based on the reader. Due to different experiences in the individual reader's life, the overall meaning of the.
poem can, and will most likely, be unique for that reader.
When asked to give their interpretations and impressions of the
poem, along with any meaning or feelings drawn, four people
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replied as follows: (1) "There is no pain, anguish, in losing
someone, death, they can't stop it, connected with it no matter
what happens," (2) "Dying, love, she is in the hospital hurting
and he is visiting her, realize that they don't want to lose each
other, first part is violent, the end is sensitive," (3) "There is a
pregnant women taken care of by a male figure, there is an
accident, giving birth? The overall emotion is a definite fear of
loss," (4) "Internal bleeding, both afraid of losing each other,
scared of hurting each other. The ending tone is a happy one".
It is in trying to find the true meaning behind the poem that the
differences in interpretations can we seen. The poem actually
is about the author's parents and the divorce that her mother
instigated. The situation written about is much different than
any of the interpretations offered, but because of each reader's
association with the images written of, the greater meaning is
bound to be different. This greater meaning is composed of all
the different ways that the poem can be interpreted. The
greater meaning of the poem is not defined by, though does
include, the one meaning intended by the author. Poetry can
also be holistically understood on different levels of maturity
cause, or allow for, a different outlook on things in general. It
is impossible for the full effect and meaning to be obtained
through reading only a line or a stanza of the poem. Instead,
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the entire poem must be read and "taken in" to allow the reader
to reap the emotional benefits.
Poetry is a beautiful form of expression that has an
amazing way of involving the reader and drawing emotion. A
poem can be read word by word and line by line but it can only
be truly experienced as a whole.
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